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The Diamond Jubilee of TSAT
A 75tl'l. anniversary in the history of an org anization should be more than a celebration . While a ce.lebration of 75 years of continuous operation is a praiseworthy
achievement, the nature and goals of organizations, particularly professional associations, demand more we ighty cons ideration than "celebration activities" as high lights
of a diamond anniversary.
Based upon historical evidence, group endeavors, as represented in the activity
of associations, owe their vitality and continue d existence to both the ext~nt and
d epth of dedicatiqn among group members. Hence, The Diamond Anniversary of
TSAT was planned with the view of celebrating and dedicating. In celebrating
signi ficant events which characterize the history of TSAT there was the hope that
s uch activities would stimulate members to become dedicated to professional goals:
higher levels of performance, consecrated endeavors, promotion of employment
security, elevation of the teachin g profession, and similar goods enumerated in the
TSA T cons ti tu lion.
CONVENTION PROGRAM
Throughout pJanning sessions for the Diamond Jubilee Celebration attention was
centered on activities which offered possibilities of promoting professio nal growth and
enlighti:ming delegates, members, and visitor's abo.ut the significant contributions that
TSAT has made to education . Also, there was great concern about the need for
more widespread participation in business affairs of the Association on the part of
rank and file members. h1 this regard the convention program includes "open meetings '
of committees and boards. There is the expectation that delegats and members will
appreciate, and take advantage of, their opportunities to share in decisions on important legislation which will be considered by the Delegate Assembly.
Panorama of :Progress. The history of TSAT will be portrayed in a dramatization
which highlights significant events and outstanding personalities . This dramatization,
" Panorama of Progress," will be presented by a cast of skilled -performers under the
direction of experienced and ta-len te d supervisors . As visualized in planning sessions,
the Panorama will be an ente.rtaining and stimulating attraction , unprecedented in
the h i~tory of TSAT .
Jubilee Banquet. The fe0:tured speaker, Dr. BenJamin Mays, President of Morehouse CoTiege , should climax the Jubilee Banquej with a message of inspiration, •information, and challenge . Awards and citations for d istinguished service in education,
e nterta inm ent, and exqu isite food, are features of the Jubilee Banquet that have
be.e n planned with due con£ideration for in•dividual enj oymen t.
Exhibits. Commercial and educational exhibits were included in the convention
program. Based upon advanced reservations and unprecedented number of commercial firms will exhibit numerous educational devices and supplementary teac_hing aids.
The educational exhibits will include creative pre.ductions of teachers and stud e nts. In the case of teacher's, their exhibits will include instructional devices and
su pplementary teaching aids. Student exhibits have been planned for demonstration
of s pecial talent and skills in production of classroom projects or in pursuit of hobbies.
Ess.ay Contest. An essay contest for high school and college students was planned
to reward and to encourage talented youth. Winners of the essay contest will be
awarded cash prizes for payment of tuition at in stitutions of their own choosing.
Sports Ca-rnival. A Sportorama, featuring physical education demonstrations, drill
teams, baton twirling conte·s ts, acrobatic and gymnastic stunts, lias been scheduled
in con nection with a football game on Saturday afternoon . As a s pecial highlight,
awards and citati ons will be given coaches and athletes for distinguished achievements in sports and physical education.
In plm:ming the Sports' Carnival primary concern centered on widespread participation and portrayal of progress in athletics and physical education during the
past 75 years.
ENTERTAINMENT AND ACCOMMODATIONS
Hosts of the Diamond Anniversary Convention (Principal's Association and Association of Fort Worth Classroom Teachers) have give_n critical attention to the problems of entertainment and accomm odatioz;is for delegates and visitors. Arrangements
have been made for meeti,ngs of alumni chapters of state colleges and institutions
of higher education . The .Housing Commi ttee has prepared a list of private homes ,
hotels , and motels which will accommodate delegates and v isitors . Persons desiring
housing accom modations should make the ir reservation·s in advance , no later than
the first week in November.
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President's Message

o).a.M, d)/lJUJJlnl and
History illustrates vividly that past,
present and future are interrelated and
inseparable. What has happened in the
past influences what can and will happen in the future. Similarly, what is
happening now is the result of past
events and the consequences of decisions made by our predecessors. And
happenings in the future will be the
product of decisions and actions that
are now taking place.
What We May Learn From
Business Practices
Successful business firms follow the
practice of taking an inventory at regular intervals- quarterly, semi-annually,
or annually. This procedure is helpful
in many ways, particularly, in calculating " net worth." As the Teachers State
Association of Texas celebrates its
seventy- fifth year of professional service some attention should be directed
to the important task of taking inventory. Programs and services of the Association should be appraised in the
light of present conditions and what we
may reasonably expect of conditions in
the future.
Radical technological changes and
revolutionary social transformation suggest new emphases in education and
demand that the Association extend
its areas of service. In this regard, we
must appraise present resources and
conceptualize functions consistent with
economic, social, political and ideolog'ical changes. Assuredly, present change
and transformation will germinate the
need for new services which cannot be
provided with available financial resources of the Association. This eventuality indicates that the "glorified past"
should not be the sole basis for planning future programs and services.
Rather, it suggests an appraisal of re. sources and services to determine their
worthiness in meeting the practical
needs of TSAT members. By following
such a procedure, business firms prosper and become financially strong.
The Past: Achievements of TSAT
To the credit of those who organized
and · directed affairs during the early
years, TSA T became identified with
causes and issues of professional concern: Promotion of professional growth,
elevation of certification standards, improvement of school programs, and
similar problems. This early identification contributed much to the present
prestige and worth of TSAT.
· The predominance of pragmatic values in contemporary society is evident in the esteem placed upon "status
goods" - ranch style homes, fully
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equipped automobiles, and clothes for
many occasions. This esteem of status
goods often distorts appraisal of organizations that are primarily concerned
with rendering service. Such organizations of ten make significant contributions to material gains which are overlooked in hasty generalizations.
With respect to achievements of
TSA T, promotion of the fight for
equalization of salaries was a distinct
contribution to financial gain. Should
no other evidence be presented, what
teachers have gained in the way of
higher salaries should adequately answer any who question the worth of
the Association. Today, members of
TSA T are profiting by the courage and
vision of those who piloted affairs
d~ring the historic fight for equal salaries.
Without the power which comes
from united and coordinated endeavor,
we may conclude that salaries would
have remained unequal for an indefinite time. Certainly, the financial demands of court action exceeded the reso~rces of individual members. And,
from the results of the fight, we can
learn the practical lesson that unity is
power.
The Present: Programs and Plans
Initiation of field service, extension
of professional contacts, stimulation of
professional growth, increase of financial resources are illustrations which
demonstrate efforts of TSA T to fulfill
its functions as a worthy professional
organization. Though in the experimental stage, there are reasons to believe
the membership will benefit from first
hand , accounts of business affairs, periodic reports regarding significant developments in education, promotion of
leadership training activities, and other
plans for the field service program.

J.uiuAJl
Common problems of the teaching
profession suggest cooperation and coordination among associations at all
levels- local, district, regional, and national. A dynamic association, therefore, would take advantage of opportunities to broaden the perspective of
officers and members by participation
in professional meetings with regional
and national groups. In this regard,
during the past two years, TSA T has
sponsored an unprecedented number of
representatives to regional and national
meetings. As a consequence we can expect that regional and national viewpoints will infiltrate plans and programs of TSAT and affiliate units.
Financial reserves of the Association
h ave increased from $10,000 to more
than $20,000 within the past two years .
This rate of increase should provide
adequate financial security for the a sociation within a relatively short period. Because programs and services demand expenditures, the need for adequate reserves seems apparent. Discussion of plans and programs without f inancial resources is most often futile .
The Future: Prospects and Plans
Considering present plans and proposals we may conclude that TSAT will
become increasingly worthy of loyalty
and support among the membership.
To merit loyalty and support an expanded program, embracing new services, must be initiated.
Of the new services which change
and transform demand, high rank
should be given to the following: ( 1)
Action Research, (2) Welfare Activities, ( 3) Professional Growth, and ( 4)
Specialized Personnel. In each of the
suggested areas there are interrelated
problems which point up the need for
an operation staff managed and supervised by specialized personnel. While
volunteer workers have performed commendably in the past we would be unrealistic to presume that the program
envisioned for TSAT can be implemented without the direction of experienced,
talented, and specialized personnel.
In retrospect, -we owe much to pioneers of TSAT who foresaw the importance of group identification and
the power of united effort. Despite·such
hanaicaps as limited finance, volunteer
workers, and meager or indifferent support, the founding fathers · and their
early successors nutured flames of
group-mindedness essential to growth
and progress of the organization.
An objective appraisal would very
likely reveal shortcomings in the pro(Continued on page 21)
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"Democratic Educational AdministrationIt May Be Slower, But It's More Effective"
By Ronald J. Rousseve
Associate Professor of Education,
Prairie View A & M College
The democratic way of life is not
easy. This is true of governmental
functions, and it is eq ually true in th e
phere of educational ad min istration.
The autocratic leader is not concerned
about the feelings and aspi rations of
" the little people" whom h e governs.
Con equently he gets things done relati vely quickly, since he decides wh at is
to be done and he sets up the means
by which his wishes are translated into
practice without debate or signi ficant
oppositi on. The dictator thus gets
things done with a minimum expenditure of time.
In the case of a leader wh ose policies
are conditi oned by the democratic spirit,
however, things are not always done
qui ckly. To the contrary, since a democrat ic admin istration is pred icated upo n
m ajority consent and upon public in-.
fo rm ation and free discussion, when all
is sa id and done, considerable time and
energy may be expended before a goal
is decided upon and subsequently attained .
But is the slower mach inery of democracy nothin g but a liability? Not necessarily! And by the same principle, is
the faster machinery of an auth oritarian
government an absolute asset? D efinitely not ! As a matter of fact, the "slownes " of democratic procedure can be
, ·iewed as an occasion for greater human
effectiveness than can possi bly be the
ca e when totalitarian proced ures are
utilized. Let' look at the picture a little closer.
In general, administration h as to do
with setting up the means needed to
ach ieve the purposes of an enterprise.
Educati onal administration therefore inYolves establishing and regulati ng the
means by which th e aims and objective of education or of sch ools will
be attained orderly . And wh ile it involves accounting, personnel ad mi nistration , building maintenance, supply
management budgeting, insurance, etc.
it is necessari ly a way of dealing wi th
the many people who are connected wi th ·
e ducation in one way or another. And
in American society, it is desirable that
this way of dealing with people shoul d
be commensurate with the id eals and
val ues wh ich permeate the li fe and
activities of citizens of a free society. In
other words while it might be expected
th at ed ucational adm inistration in a
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totali tarian country must be authoritarian, it is certainly to be hoped that
ed ucational administration in a free
society would be democratically oriented.
D emocratic educational administration thus rests upon the principles of
shared leadership and shared responsibility and of group decision and teamwork. And because the feelings and
aspirations and values and talents of
many individuals are involved, this way
of operating a school or school system
may indeed be slow- much slower than
the dictatorial way.
Still, there are several strong points
associated wi th democratic educational
ad ministration wh ich over-shadow the
slowness of the process very significantly. For example, this form of administration is dependent upon the acceptance of each individual on the team
as a po tential contributor to a common
endeavo r, regardless of accumulated
years of instructional service, area of
teach ing assig nment, and the like. Such
working relations enhance both group
morale and the mental health of each
participant ; they contribute to the type
of social-psychological security which
psych olog ists tell us is indispensable to
a dynamic, smoothly-functioning organization.
The democratic educational administrator, be he superintendent or p rincipal, works with and through teachers
rather th an above them. He gives all
members of h is school team an opportuni ty to contribute, to share cooperatively in the g rowth and progress
of the educational program . H e strives
to stim ulate peop le to express their
creative po tential rather than stifle
it by using the typ e of autocratic
machinery th at is alien to the democratic spirit. The democratic administrator
keeps before him th e problem of how
to deal with his co rps of team members
in such a way as to streng then and help
satisfy each individual's sense of personal worth and consequently his unq uench able ciesire for greater achievement, more responsibility, and better
services. It is in this sense that democratic procedures result in the kind of
"hum an effectiveness" which in turn
becomes the occasion for improved educati onal activities. Authoritarian techn iques, despite their economy-of-time
feature, can hardly stimulate this calibre
of multifaceted growth.
Consequently, while it is true that

democratic procedures are not perfect,
it should be recognized that they are
effective and efficient methods. Democratic educational administration develops and uses for the common good the
creative potentialities of each member
of the group. And since a group can
usually take into account more adequately than one person the various considerations relevant to a problem at
hand, the decisions reached through the
cooperative use of intelligence tend to
be highly satisfying and valid.
No one at the present time is probably wise enough to suggest all that is
involved in this relatively new concept
of shared educational leadership. This
much is certain, however: It re volves around a kind of personal mag nanimity
which not all superintendents, supervisors, or principals h ave as yet identified themselves with. It is related ( 1)
to the ability to "love beyond oneself"
and ( 2) to the mature desire . to measure one's worth (as a person and as a
professional leader) by the extent to
which those who associate with us
themselves grow larger as a result of
the experience. This is another way of
suggesting that the democratic educational administrator evaluates the effecti veness of his group procedures in
terms of what happens to the members
of his team. By and large, this is perhaps the most significant facet of the
democratic spirit; for in promoting tlie
g rowth of the people who are affiliated
with a given program, shared leadership eventually results in the program
itself beginning to show the fruits of a
high deg ree of staff morale and a feeling of shared responsibility for the
ultimate goal.
H ave we the kind of maturity and
personal security required to unleash
the collective creative energy that a
good staff can generate? This, in short,
is the challenge of democratic educational administration. And if it is successfully met, who can say what untold
good may accrue not only to the educators of America, but to the youth of
America whose development has been
en trusted to us ?

SPORTORAMA
Madison Trojans·

vs.
Booker T. Washington Leopards
NOVEMBER 28
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The Contribution of College Home Management In
Preparing High School Homemaking Teachers
Mrs. Zelia S. Coleman, Chairman
Home Economics Section
Texas State Teachers Association
Prairie View Agricultural &
Mechanical College, Prairie
View, Texas

The Significance of College Home
Management in High School Teaching
A college home management program
should be geared to general management
problems of families and of communities.
Because there can be no set pattern for
teaching, the training for high school
home management teachers should be designed to help girls and boys gain an understanding of human relationships and
skills in homemaking activities which will
help them make more satisfying family
members now, and later as they marry
and establish homes of their own.
Home economics teachers at state and
local levels, in their training of prospective homemaking teachers, should include
information relative to basic social and
economic changes taking place in our society which affect family life.
We find no two teachers who teach
exactly alike; this being true, the students
may not duplicate the program carried
out in the home management houses
where they were trained, but their varied
experiences would help them in the communities where they work to develop programs to meet the needs of individuals
and families. It is evident that college
should provide home economics students
with a broad flexible background with
emphasis on the fundamental principles
of home management so that they will
secure the type of education that they can
use as a springboard for many jobs and
prepare them for a variety of community
contributions. They too, should be interested in integrating subject matter for
_more ·realistic use by families.
The Purposes of College Home Management Are Concerned With
Managerial Aspects of the Family
To interest students in a philosophy of
home management
When we say one of the purposes of
college home management is to interest
students · in a philosophy of home managen;ient we are expressing our interest
in students developing points of view of
their own relative to the managerial aspect involved in personal and family living.
In adopting a definition for home
management, the question was asked at
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a National Conference on Family Life
Education, "What is home management?"
The ans_wer was given as follows: " It is
the major means by which families get
what they want from the use of their resources throughout the family life cycle." 1

realize to work with community organizations, they can help to do a constructive job in community improvement
through such organizations as Parent
Teachers Association, clubs, church and
community affairs in general. 2

From the definition given it may be
concluded that one function of a college
home management program in its relation to the prospective teachers should be
to stimulate them to be concerned with
the help they may contribute to families
in the management of their resources.

A few years ago we had a different
type of family relations from what we
have today. There were no motion pictures, radios, automobiles, steamliners,
television, and other modern conveniences
to complicate living. The problem of good
family relationships is worthy of the
home economics teacher's consideration in
planning instruction for prospective home
management teachers.

To interest students in a philosophy of
home management habits that will give
them a better understanding of what it
means, experiences provided in a college
home management house if properly
planned can play a significant role in
training students to manage their own
homes. In the home management house
provision should be made for student to
make decisions in the use of money, time
and energy and have certain responsibilities and relations which are essential
in developing both good home makers
and home management teachers.
To improve the relationship among
family members
In keeping with modern society, col-

lege teachers must be able to understand
the significance of well planned home
management programs in developing students to be concerned with improving
relationships among families in communities where they are to serve as well as
within one's own family.

If the college teacher through the
home management program is to be concerned with the managerial aspects of
the family, she must become aware that
effective membership in a family does
not just happen. It comes from acquiring
skills in living with people. It is thought
that skills in living together as a family
should be acquired from one's own home
and become a cooperative concern. There
is a possibility of the status of the community being improved generally through
improved family relationships.
To further improve the relationships
among family members, Roberts calls attention to the fact that families who are
interested in community development
will share part of their time and talents
with activities outside the homes. They

The many changes that have taken place
have affected greatly the philosophy and
management of the home and the relationship of family members. College
home management teachers find themselves confronted with deeply rooted
problems of developing programs to fit
the age in which we live. In the home
management house one can strive for
good group relationships, make provisions
for the use of modern conveniences and
provide experiences that will fit into present day changes.
To understand the socio-econo111-ic
forces affecting home management

To prepare students to actually be of
service to the communities in which they
are to work the college home management teacher must help them to recognize
and understand the implications of the
socio-economic forces affecting families in
various localities. Kyrk in discussing the
economic forces affecting family life presents the following account:
The economic problems of families
are threefold: first, to enhance income; second, to secure the maximum
in form of food, shelter, clothing, and
other g90ds and services from this
income ; third, to insure that illness,
accident, unemployment, or old age
do not find parents or children without a means of support. 3
Since most colleges offer courses . in
Child Development it would be worth
while for the prospective teacher to be
reminded of the many factors _involved
(Continued on page 6)
2Deborah' Roberts, " Better Understanding of Family
Relationships ," Journal of Home Economics, 44 :631 ,
October, 1952.

!June Bicker and Ruth B. H ayes, " H ome M anagement
Orientation for the Social W orke r ," Journal of Home
Economics, 45: IOI, February, 1953.

3H azel Kyrk, "Economic P roblems Facing the Family,"
Journal of Home Economics, 40:444, October, 1948.
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Home Managementin the socio-economic status in community service as given by Breckenridge and
Vincent:
There are many factors in socio-economic status which affect children's
emotions and attitudes. Crowded dilapidated homes, inadequate clothing, and
other evidences of inferior status, leave
certain marks on children. They cannot have the sense of personal adequacy which comes from the feeling
that one can be proud of home ; that
one's father is a success; that one's
clothing is as good as those of others.
They can not especially in adolescence,
find equal to asking any boy in a class
to come home and meet my family.
Habits of cleanliness and tidiness are
far more difficult to acquire in homes
where there is no running water, where
the rats and cockroaches eventually
overrun one's best effort to fight them
off, where their is only one outfit of
clothing each and that is of cheap,
hard-to-keep-clean or pressed material,
and where there is no drawer space
in which to keep anything. Respect for
property rights is much harder to acquire in families where no one child
owns anything of his own, but where,
often any available clothing is put on
the child who needs it most at the
moment. 4
Beckenridge and Vincent state too, that
housing is one of the indices of economic
status of a family. Bad housing is a symptom of low economic status of a family
and does not exist alone. It is accompanied by inadequate food and insufficient
medical care. Just as people live in a one
room house, so it might be said that they
are clothed and fed in one room manner. 5

Suggested Methods of Teaching to
Meet the Needs of Prospective
Teachers-Use of Community
Resources

In a college home management program for training prospective teachers,
all too often they are taught fixed orders
of steps, methods and materials to be
used in teaching. If certain steps are used
in a training program, they should be
flexible and informal enough for students to decide on methods and select
materials which are most appropriate to
meet the needs of the particular situations ·
in which they are to serve. The following methods are suggestive: discussion
4M arion E . Breckenridge, and E. Lee V incent, Child
Development, Philadelphia, W . B. Sau nde rs Co ., 1949,
p. 24.

5lbid. ,
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groups, integration of management with
other courses, audio-visual aids, demonstrations, socio-drama, panels, invited
specialists, special planned movies and
other activities which are thought to be
helpful in giving desired information.
The actual experiences of living in a
community, playing the role of a citizen
in the particular community for nine
weeks or longer give students the opportunity to have a better understanding of
community problems. A well planned
home management program can aid in
solving community problems.
ln teaching home management to meet
the needs of prospective teachers, flexible
programs should be planned to help all
the way from teen-agers in discussing boy
and girl relationships to grandmothers '
club in discussing things of interest to
them as well as giving refresher courses.

The needs of communities are met with
the help of the doctors, nurses, psychologists, sociologists and other interested
community leaders. The home management teacher who has had a good college
foundation will know how to draw on
government agencies, formal education
and others dealing with home management from child-guidance to adult education. This would of course include the
extension worker, the NHA, NF A leaders and others. In referring to community
resources we think of them as persons,
places, organizations, activities, or things
in the community having educational
value or that can help to improve teaching.
Discussion groups

New techniques in the classroom will
prove helpful to the trainer as well as to
the trainee. We have come to realize that
there is no set answer for problems in
teaching, and that different situations require different techniques. Teachers as
well as pupils differ from each other, and
the organization of discussion groups
many times helps to solve problems, but
we must realize that discussion groups or
other method's of classroom organization
are not ends in themselves.

If the college home management teacher is to get over successfully to the prosepctive teachers how group discussions
can be used in a class with varied interest, one way would be to classify them
according to interests, e.g., one group
might be interested in financial problems
faced by families, or their personal financial problems; another group may be interested in · the managerial problems of
daily activities to be carried on in a
home and still another may be interested
in methods of budgeting. By dividing
students into groups according to interests,

helpful information may be gained which
they perh:ips would not gain otherwise.
Each group after reporting to the class
might ask for suggestions and additional
information and criticism from class
members as well as from the teacher. This
might stimulate interest in groups other
than the one selected.
To help add to group discussions they
may invite other resource persons to
work with them or to give them points
of view. Group discussion can prove successful and helpful if planned within the
needs and interests of students and the
teacher serving as a guide in helping
them to get the desired information and
reactions. The discussion groups can serve
too, to help integrate home management
with other courses.
Management
courses

integrated

with

other

It is important to consider integration
of management with other courses; this
will probably be another method for the
college teacher to use in giving prospective teachers teaching ideas.
The economics teacher can easily lend
himself in integrating money management teaching units with home management. Sociology information and subject
matter dealing with the family can be
integrated by cooperative planning of the
home management teacher and the sociology teacher.
When students are working on a
budgeting unit they can call on a person
in home economics.
Often in high school, plans can be
worked out for exchange classes; the
mathematics teacher might be willing to
discuss how to determine interest rates
charged by personal finance companies,
and the cost of credit and other phases
of subject matter of interest to the home
economics student. The librarian and the
teacher of home management can select
materials on different phases of home
management which will also prove helpful for the students.
·
By careful planning the college teacher
of home economics can make home management become an integral part of learning for students in all phases of homemaking.
The home management courses should
be planned to include the major activities which are carried on in one's home.
Suggested methods in teaching home
management which might be helpful to
the home management student would include class projects, student-teacher conferences, home visits and other methods.
Family and personal money management
in high school may be integrated with
home economics, mathematics, and other
areas.
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The Advantages and Disadvantages of Two Major World Powers
By: Samuel Chatam
Joseph J. Rhoads School, Dallas
Have you stopped to consider the ~dvantages and disadvantages of two maJor
world powers?
Through many cen~ries ?1an has c~~fused himself with his desires for military power. He has .become a_ fr~strated
being enslaved by his own m1sgm?anc~ ;
hence, he is constantly maneuvering in
search for a key to be used as a panacea
for his frustrations.
It is because of this maneuvering and
the advantages and disadvantages that
these r..1aneuverings have thrust upon
those of us who are citizens of this era
that the writer g ives consideration to
this problem.
There are definite advantages and disadvantages in having two major world
powers, namely, the United States a?d
Russia. The advantages of two maJOr
world powers seem to be:
1. Peace can be assured if the United
States and Russia can be brought to
agreement on major issues.
.
These major issues are: (a) The Berlin
crisis, (b) The Middle East crisis centering in the oil-rich country of Iraq where
General Kassem is surrounded and supported by Communists, _(c) simmering
war in the Formosa Strait and the offshore islands now held by Nationalist
China where Red China is contemplating
taking over.
2. The actions of each power may
serve as an example for the blocs of
which they are a part.
(a) The Russian decisio~s mar se~e
as an example for its sate~htes pn1'?an!y
because it practices despotic author~ty in
a world desiring freedom from patnar~hs
and oppression. (b) The degree of influence which the United States holds
over its Western Allies is primarily because of the anxiety it has shown for
fair play and the worth of each nation
with which it is allied.
3. National pride in the citizens for
the n_ation of which they are a part
causes many to develop very strong
loyalties to their country.
4. An increase in armaments help
certain · businesses in each nation.
This also tends to reduce unemployment by emphasizing increase in armament.
5. Offer a check and balance system thus, allowing each to keep ~he
other from building a world empire.
The two-power system is organized into two classes, ( Communism and Democracy) , just as our national po!itical system is organized into two main cla_sses,
(Republicans and Democrats). Neither
of these systems is expected to exercise
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Samuel Chatam
powers over nations whic~• ha~e ~een assigned to the other. The idea is, m other
words that Russia and the United States
should, in general, be grouped in mutually
exclusive
compartments-even
though in practice it has no':her: b_een
found feasible to adhere to this prmc1ple
with absolute fidelity. Of course each
major power must have protection from
the other, therefore, each is involved in
an increasingly effective means of ~ef ense against encroachments upon its
proper sphere by the other, thus making the establishment of a world empire very unlikely.
DISADVANTAGES
The disadvantages of two major world
powers seem to be:
1. Development of stalemates over a
wide range of important issues and the
hindrances inherent in a two-party
system in which everything relates. to
the struggle between the opposmg
world powers.
2. Distrust among opposing powers.
"Since August, 1951, more than 500
Corrimunist agents have been arrested and
convicted in West Berlin. For each agent
convicted, on the average, 14 more are
arrested and sent back to East Germany
for lack of sufficient evidence." 1
It has been reported that the East German Minister of State Security in East
Berlin alone runs three operations which
" employ a total of 13,200 full time
agents on both sides of the 'Iron Curtain ', plus a part time force of 40,000
agents and informers. " 2
It has also been officially reported
that there are· two British intelligence
! Lawrence, D av id. ..Geneva- N ew Argument About
Spyi n g in Be rli n ," U.S. News and World Report,
XLVI (Ju ne 15, 1959 ) , 80-83 .

2Ibid.

organizations along with one French, one
West Berlin, three West German, and
four American agencies. This is only one
area but as long as the two separate camps
exist each will be plagued with a great@r
and greater degree of discontentment
caused by the other. The attitude ~f distrust is sure to have a profound impact
upon the neutral nations. This impact
may easily encourage the neutrals to take
arms.
This is the direct effect of distrust,
and it is this distrust which enhances the
possibility that either one through irresponsibility may cause the rest of tlile
world-and the majority of the peoples
of the world- to enter into a devastating
war.
3. Costly government required to
support extreme nationalism.
4. Psychological unrest among people
of every nation, especially those in the
military age group.
This unrest may be attributed to certain psychological deterrents of the military draft laws. For example ; (a) many
marriages are prolonged because of a
young man's responsibilio/ to his country
which he wishes to fulfill before matnmony; (b) the postponement of one's
career because of his military obligations.
5. Loss of friendship throughout the
world in avoiding coalition with either
power.
.
.
These nations may cunningly proJect
themselves into a position t_o be ~e master recipients of our Foreign At?, and
at the same time play charades with the
Communist camp with<?ut o':1r knowled~e.
6. Regional groupmg 1n contradiction of UN aims and objectives.
Regional grouping is in contradict_ion
to the United Nations ' aims and ob1ectives. The aims and objectives are : "To
maintain international peace and security,
and to that end; to take effective C$llective measures for the prevention and removal of threats to the peace and for the
suppression of acts of aggression or other
breaches of the peace. " 3
7. Defeat of movement toward universal law, whose purposes would include the achievement of " international
cooperation" in solving general international problems and· to promote and encourage respect for human rights and
fundamental freedom for all peoples. .
There are advantages and disadvantages
in the existence of two world powers today. However, the disadvant~ges _seem to
outweigh the advantages, smce the existence of mankind is constantly threatened by .the power struggle between these
two world powers.
(Continued on page 23 )
:1 · ·P urposes an d Princi ples," United Nariona Chartu.
C h. I , Art . I.
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Break Through The Communications Barrier
By E. C. McGill
Head of the Business Department
Kansas State Teachers College
Empori~ Kansas
Dr. E. C. McGill , head of the business c111d
business education d epartm ent at Emporia State
T eacher College . is the fo rmer presiden t of
the United B11si12e s Education A ssociation, a
d epartment of the atio11al Education A ssociation.
Dr. McGill has served as vice-president,
membership director and on the executive board
of the UBEA . H e also tl'as first president and
fo under of the M ormJain Plains Busin ess Education A ssociation. an affiliate of the UBEA,
and has been on its executive board. H e u·as
president of the ational A ssociation of Business T eacher-Training Institutions fo r two
years has been a member of the association's
executive board since 1949 and was edito r of
its publications fo r four years. H e has been a
member of the K ansas Social Security Council,
the board of directors of the Foundation for
the Future Business Leaders of America and
the K ansas Certified Accountants' Advisory
Council.
Dr. McGill first taught two years in oneroom rural schools in T aney County, Mo. ,
and then was principal of and a teacher in a
graded school in that county. Later he was a
senior high teacher in Stillwater, Okla., where
he also served as supervisor of apprentice
teachers enrolled in the Oklahoma A & M
business department.
H e held a graduate assistantship while working toward a master's degree at Oklahoma
A & M. His bachelor's degree was obtained at
Southwest Missouri State College in Springfield, Mo . in 1940 and the Doctor of Education d egree was awarded him at N ew York
Uni versity in 1955.
During World War II he was associated
with a naval training school at T exas A & M ,
serving variously as typewriting instructor,
rnpervisor of the typewriting department and
fi nally as associate professor in charge of the
school.
In January, 1945 he joined the Emporia State
staff as assistant professor. By the spring of
1946 he was promoted to associate professor
and by the fall of that year he was elevated
to f 111/ professor and head of the business and
business education department.
An extensive writer, Dr. McGill has published more than 60 articles in various profess ional publications, including Th e Business
Education World, the
EA Journal and The
Educational Forum.

Has it ever occurred to you that possibly communication fai lure may be
back of most of the problems between
people, people and business, business
and government? In fact, have you ever
taken time to analyze the situations or
cond itions in existence when misunderstandings occur? There is probably little
doubt, but that in most all conflicts be-
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tween members of a family, business associates, employer-employee, governments of the nations of the world, one
of the basic causes can be traced to a
barrier in the field of basic communications. In other words, the communicator and the communicatee are simply
not in tune- the message just does not
get through. Effective and accurate communication does not just happen-it is
art and a skill that must not only be
carefully developed but also must be
practiced meticulously.
Fundamentally, communication has
four fundamental goals which are clear
and distinct in human or business relationships. They are :
1. To convey information and
knowledge
2. To deepen understanding
3. To get acceptance and belief
4. To provoke action
Basically, communication is not complete unless these four elements are present. Hindrances are legion but unfortunately are seldom recognized by
either of the parties in a communications situation until the relations have
become strained and conflict ensues.
Even then, it is likely that neither party
recog nizes that the problem is one of
communication failure rather than some
other factor, usually personal, which is
blamed. We are told by many researchers that somewhere from 75 to 90 per
cent of the people who lose their jobs
do so because of "human factors," not
''.ski ll factors. " Just a little analysis of
our own relations with co-workers, employees, members of our ·family, business associates and others who prove to
us that a great many of these so-called
"human factors " actually stem from

miscommunications. Most problems can
be traced to either the failure to have
communicated or errors in communication. So often, we tell only a "part of
the story," "deliver part of the message"
in our attempt to communicate with
others. Although this is true, the communicator is unaware because it is all
clear to him and he assumes all others
understand in the same manner. So often the person attempting communication fails to include all of the facts or
information for the recipient to fully
understand the message. In such cases,
the person attempting communication
may often have all of the facts in his
own mind but does not pass them on
in the same manner or in a way that
these facts can be understood by the
other party.
Communication is a result, not an
act. Of ten the act of speaking, writing
letters, drawing pictures, making demonstrations, telephoning, sending telegrams, hearing radio, seeing television
is considered as communication. On the
contrary, these are only some of the
media for communication but do not
constitute communication itself. Communication has taken place when the
feelings , the emotions, the attitudes and
understandings are transmitted to other
persons. There is not complete communication until the recipient sees,
feels, thinks and understands everything
in the same frame of reference as the
person attempting communication. If
we accept this principle of communication then, it is not often that it can be
said that communication is complete.
Communication aims at knowing and
being well-informed. It is not those
things which are known but rather
those which are unknown that provoke
fear and paralysis in hearts of men. In
the world of business it is the things
which are beyond the horizon of known
facts that cause distrust and anxiety
among people and between employeremployee. The person who is "in the
know" feels secure and accepted. The
person who knows all there is to be
known about a condition or a situation
is willing to work harder and try longer to accomplish the desired results.
People like to be entrusted with important information and like to know
" why" they must do "what" they are
doing. The person who knows what it
is to be known about his work or a
situation is more cooperative and will
strive harder to accomplish the desired
results.
Just " having the facts" and "knowing" is not enough to insure communica(Continued on page 14)
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HUMAN RELATIONS EMPHASIZED AT CONVENTION OF AMERICAN
TEACHERS ASS'N; PROG'RAM OF EXPANEO SERVICES INAUGUARTEO
Human relations were highlighted
in the annual convention of the American Teachers Association which was
held at Knoxville College, July 26-29.
Featured speakers and deliberations of
discussion groups centered on the
theme, "Our Personal Responsibility
in Programs of Human Relations."
The frame of reference, inter-race and
intra-group relationships, may be
judged both timely and highly significant, considering the intensity of
conflicts among racial groups and
between groups within particular races.

dition of a full-time profession! staff
member was intended to provide frequent circulation of the ATA Bulletin
and other association publications and
to facilitate communications with affiliate organizations.

Awaiting final development by the
executive committee were several proposals for expanded services related
to the promotion of professional
growth and the welfare of AT A
(Continued on page 25)

From a viewpoint of practical values,
there may be merit in pointing out
that, in human relations, "matters do
not right themselves." Progress in
human relations has always been the
product of planned action, either individually or collectively. Hence, we
should discriminate the practical value
of discussion and formal talks on
human relations by the plans of action
which emerge therefrom. In other
words, there is often glaring inconsistency in what men say should be done
and what they are willing to do. Almost
always we find men paradoxical in
"talking and doing what is talked
apout."
To the credit of those responsible
for the 56th Convention program of
AT A, activities included more than
platform presentations and group deliberations. In the business sessions
plans were adopted for the initiation
of a program of human relations which
centered on practical problems of AT A
constituents.

THE ATA PROGRAM
Consistent with its interests in human relations, budget allocations for
AT A operations in 1959-60 · included
an expansion of services related to
human relations. This included: (1)
extensive distribution of human relations literature, (2) analytical studies
of the Negro in school encyclopedias,
and (3) the development of suppleme·ntary materials for submission to
publishers.

TEXANS AT THE AMERICAN TEACHERS ASSOCIATION CONVENTION

· To provide for an expanded field
service program, plans were adopted
for employment of a full-time associate
executive secretary. The proposed ad-

Front row, left to right. R. E. Starr, Fort Worth; D. E. Wine, Tyler : and A. G.
Hilliard, Tyler. Back row, left to right: Vernon McDaniel, Ex:ecutive Secretary,
TSAT, Austin; Cecil Irvin, Fort Worth; and H. L. Walton, Field Representative,
TSAT.
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As Highlights ol Panorama
Educational Exhibits Planned
Of feature attractions pl anned fo r
the D iamond Jubilee Celebration of
T SAT , Educational Exhibits were g iven
particular attention by the Steering
Comm ittee. In planni ng sessions the
idea prevailed that TSA T has been both
a cause and an effect of social, economic,
and political changes duri ng its th reeguarter century h istory.
Though T SA T will be acco rded a featured place in educational exh ibits
recogni tion will be given to events and
personalities worthy of p raise. Specifically, personalities and events related to
cultural development, economic p rogress, and spiritual values. Also, creative productions of teachers and students will be accorded p rominent places
among displays port rayi ng p rog ress in
education and the hi story of TSA T.
Consistent wi th the idea of highlighting significant developments, events
and personalities, p lans fo r educational
exhibits included displays rel ated to:
1. PIONEERS. Persons whose ser-

vices are praiseworthy with respect
to the organization and perpetuation of TSAT and in the development of our early schoolsacademies, training schools, and
colleges.
2 . GROWTH AND PROGRESS.
Particular contributions to cultural development, economic progress, and spiritual values, as they
are reflected in: ( a) evolution of
teaching procedures, (b) expansion of curricula, ( c) improvements of buildings and facilities,
and ( d) higher professional standards.
3. PROFESSIONAL GROW T H.
Measures of professional status as
indicated by the organization and
direction of local and district associations; promotion of welfare
activities; and contributions to efficiency and effective teachinR and
administration of schools and col leges.
The Steering Committee anticipated
widespread participation in the Ed ucational Exhibits. Potential partici pants
incl uded local and distr ict affi li ates of"
TSAT and school un its, colleges, and
contr ibu tions from indi vid ual teachers
and students.
Exhibits of Affiliate TSA_T U nits
Local and district affi liates can make
sig nificant contri butions to th e Pano rama of P rogress in prepa ring disp lays
10

which include the following:
1. HISTORICAL
DOCUMENTS.
Publications, news articles, programs of meetings, court records,
and other materials which describe
the history of TSAT and the progress of education.
2. DIORAMAS. Scenic portrayal of
historic epochs in the development of school programs, institutions, or the affiliate unit.
3. PORTRAITS, PICTURES, AND
PAINTINGS. Pioneers in education, early schools, meetings of associations, and historic events.
Affiliate units interested in preparing
displays for the Panorama of Progress
should initiate plans during the first
weeks of September. Considering the
possibility that many requests for exhibit space will be forthcoming, allocation of space will be a taxing problem.

Exhibits of Teachers and Students
D isplay of creative productions prepared by teachers and students were included to provide incentive for professional growth and to encourage students
who have special aptitudes. In the case
of teachers, displays may extend over
several areas of classroom instructions.
1. SUPPLEMENTARY TEACHING
MATERIALS. Original devices
prepared for demonstration purposes-models, charts, instructional guides, specimen, and supplementary reading materials.
2. INSTRUCTIONAL
EQ U I P MENT. Apparatus developed by
the teacher to facilitate achievement of students, to clarify principles in various areas of instruction
(science, mathematics, etc.), to test
aptitudes and achievements of
pupils and other instructional
activity.
3. TESTING AND EVALUATION.

Descriptive materials used in testing and evaluating unique situations for special classes of students.
The expectation that many students
will be interested in preparing displays
for the educational exhibits demanded
plans for elimination contests. As proposed by the Steering Committee each
of the TSA T district affiliates will
sponsor an "Elimination Contest" to
select the highest ranking productions
by students. The productions may include:
1. DEMONSTRATION E QUI P MENT. Machines or devices prepared to demonstrate physical laws
or principles.
2. MODELS, DIAGRAMS, AND
DRAWINGS. Minature models,
diagrams or drawings based upon
the student's conception of a theory or established law in science or
other fields of learning.
3. PAINTINGS AND WORKS OF
ART. Original or reproduction
of historical art-portraits, sculpture, etchings, carvings, ceramics,
etc.
Many studies point up the limitations
of motivation for large numbers of our
students who have had little or no contacts with much of the better things in
the cultural life of contemporary
civilization. And the limited fields of
occupations afforded minority group
members tend to nullify much of the
motivation efforts provided in our
schools. Hence, opportunity to display
creative productions of students was
considered to be an incentive for talented youth who are circumscribed by discouraging environments.
Plans for exhibits of students and
teachers will be circulated in the eady
weeks of the school term. There is hope
th at each of the TSAT district affiliates
will support this worthy effort.
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The Delegate Assembly of TSAT: What Is It?
Joseph J. Wilson*

memberships in the Delegate Assembly.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

REPRESENTATION IN THE
DELEGATE ASSEMBLY

The Delegate Assembly was created by
a constitutional amendment passed at the
annual meeting of November 1954. This
amendment was an effort to overcome
two problems. First, lack of a quorum at
the final business sessions. On many occasions it was difficult and well nigh
impossible to secure the required 75 delegates for a quorum. This circumstance
made legal transaction of the Association's business impossible.
Vestil'lg power of representation in officially elected delegates imposed an obligation on the elected to remain for the
final business session. The results in conventions since 1954 indicate that the creation of a Delegate Assembly was a fc;,rward step and, at least, induced attendance
in sufficient number to constitute a
quorum for transaction of business.
The second problem was that of providing opportunity for rank and file
members to have a voice in formulation
of policies which direct programs and
. activities of TSA T. Without elected representatives rank and file members could
not always secure opportunity to participate in formulation of policy, since the
lack of organizational structure created a
"who shall speak first situation." Granting priority to speakers presented problems to presiding officers in attempting
to distribute speaking time with due consid_eration to all who wished to speak. In
a representative assembly elected delegates could' serve as "voices" for their
constitutents.

FUNCTIONS OF THE DELEGATE
ASSEMBLY
Lack of understanding about the functions of a Delegate Assembly has been
professed by many TSA T members. There
are other members who feel that the Delegate Assembly isolates them from legislative and managerial affairs of the As. sociation. Perhaps, it is possible that better understanding would come if members were to apply their lessons in civics
and government to the organizational
structure of TSA T. In the Delegate Assembly elected representatives-local and
district delegates-function in the same
manner _as senators and congressmen.
As elected representatives senators and
congressmen are duty bound to reflect
the interests and needs of their constituents in voting on issues. Likewise, local
and district delegates are duty bound to
express the interests and needs of their
* Principa l. M oore Hi gh Sc hoo l, W aco. Past Presi dent
and membe r of the Executive Co mm ittee of T SAT.
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The Constitution provides that representation in the Delegate Assembly shall
include: (1) ex-officio members, and
( 2) local and district delegates. The
president, vice presidents, executive secretary-treasurer, State Commissioner of Education, are the ex-officio members of
the Delegat~ Assembly.
Local and -district representation is
based upon per capita memberships.
Local associations may elect one del,gate
for each 20 of its members, or major
fraction thereof. Districts may elect one
delegate for each 20 of its members, or
major fraction thereof, up to 500 of its
members; thereafter one delegate for each
100 of its membership.

DELEGATES
Delegates should be instructed by members and officers of their local and district associations with respect to issues to
support or oppose ; unfavorable situations
which need remedying; ways and means
of improving relations between the parent body and affiliate associations; and
other matters of concern which influence
the growth and worthiness of TSAT as a
professional organization.
Without instruction from members they
represent, delegates are left very much
on their own during deliberations of the
Delegate Assembly. This suggests that
members of local and district associations must be informed about issues which
will come to the attention of the assembly
and that they should reach agreement on
matters they wish to have presented for
consideration of the body. When the
delegates are so instructed we can expect
that their participation will result in legislation centered on the interests and
needs of rank and file members.
WHAT DELEGATES DO

In the Delegate Assembly business affairs of the · Association are transacted.
This requires that delegates hear reports
of committees, consider proposals to
amend the constitution and bylaws, approve the annual budget, and establish
policy to direct actions of the Executive
Committee. The performance of the duties enumerated should not be left to
chance. It is imperative that local and
d_istrict associ~tions require full participation of their elected representatives.
Should this suggestion be followed the
Delegate Assembly would fulfill the high
purposes which motivated its creation.
IN RETROSPECT
Since its creation the Delegate Assembly has been the mechanism for pro-

motion of some significant changes in
the operation of TSA T. These changes
include:
1. Election of officers by mailed
ballots
2. Erection of permanent headquaner-s for the Association
3. Employment of a full-time executive secretary treasurer
4. Revision of the Constitution
and Bylaws.
The momentous changes have come
through the efforts of many conscientious
and loyal TSAT supporters. Each president, during the period, has made some
important contributions toward realization of purposes which successive administrations have envisioned. While we
do not consider the present organizational structure perfect, nevertheless, we
have faith in the democratic processes
which have contributed to the present improved status of TSA T. We feel that
goodwill among our membership will
contribute to the improvement of the Association and that we shall approach the
level of quality and efficiency for which
we yearn so longingly.
Let us put our shoulders to the wheel
and help bring the great things we have
hoped for TSAT to pass.

CASH PRIZES
OFFERED FOR
SCIENCE TEACHERS
WASHINGTON-The 1960 Science
Teacher
Achievement
Recognition
(STAR) awards program provides
awards totaling $ 13, 500 for reports of
effective practices in science teaching,
submitted with details on how the ideas
have been carried out. All teachers of
science in grades 7 through 12 in U.S.
public and non-public schools are eligible to compete. The top prize will be
$ 1000, followed by 10 others of $ 500,
20 of $ 250, and 25 of $ 100 each, all
accompanied by bronze medallions and
school plaques.
The STAR awards program is cpnducted by the National Science Teachers Association, a department of the
National Education Associatio_n , under
a grant from the U. S. National Cancer
Institute. Closing date for submission
of entries is December 15.
For further information and entry
blanks,_ write to NSTA headquarters,
1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
II

TEPS Kansas Conference Draws 1100 to Discuss
Ideal Curriculum For Preparing Teachers
It's what's up front that counts in the classroom, too.
That's what the 1100 educators who settled down in steamy
Kansas heat this past summer for a four-day, all-work-and-nokidding conference had on their minds. Occasion was the
second national "cooperative approach" session sponsored by
the National Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Standards (TEPS) at the University of Kansas in Lawrence June 23-26.
Like last year's unprecedented meeting at Bowling Green,
Ohio, the Kansas Conference brought together what one reporter dubbed "the Hatfields and the Mc( oys" of the education world- the specialists in "methods" (professionals in
teacher education) and the specialists in "subjects" ( educators
from the academic disciplines) , plus a healthy sprinkling of
classroom teachers.

they agreed, to a man, that teacher education must be improved.
This year, they we~t to the heart of the problem-the college
curriculum itself and its retooling to produce the kind of teachers the nation needs.
For three days at Kansas, they talked-in language that was
blunt but not bitter. The fourth day they put it in writing.
The recommendations of some 34 discussion groups blossomed into an imposing mimeographed 84-page "Tentative Report"
which may provide impetus, in years to come, for sweeping
changes in the education of America's teachers.
Their overall conclusion-teacher educ2tion is going to have
to be round, firm, and fully packed. Some examples on which
the majority seemed to agree:
•

Teachers-of-tomorrow must have five years of college
preparation, instead of four. The fifth year, most
conferees thought, should be taken after some teaching experience, but before full professional licensing.

•

The prospective teacher should spend some 40-50 percent of his time in general education; 25-35 percent

Their job: to paint in the broad outlines of how America's
future teachers should be prepared in college for their "upfront" jobs in the nation's classrooms.
In Bowling Green, the scholars and the professional educators had discovered , somewhat to everyone's surprise, that
their opinions coincided more often than they collided And

(Continued on page 24)

ANSWERS TO HEALTH
QUESTIONS IN PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
Prepared by
Joint Committee on Health Problems in
Education of the National Education
Association and the A merican Medical
A ssociation.
1201 - 16th St., N.W. ,
Washington 6, D.C.
Many of the problems which arise in
the minds of parents when their children
participate in school athletic programs
and physical education have received careful study with resulting sound advice in
.. Answers to Health Questions in Physical Education, " published in June 1959
by the American Association for Health,
Physical Education, and Recreation.
This 24-page report, prepared through
the joint efforts of the American Medical Association and the National Education Association to define health responsibilities of coaches and physical educators,
will be of real interest to parents, school
administrators, community youth organizations, and students.
Concise and authoritative advice is given on infection and the spread of disea~e,
responsibility for first aid, smoking and
d rinking, use of "pep pills," exercise and
the healthy heart, precautions and responsibility in cases of injury, and dozens of other questions and situations
which could arise in a normal school
prog ram of athletics and physical educati on.
Published : 1959. 24 p. Price 50c.
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Discouraging, .... Isn't It?"

TEXAS STANDARD

WHAT THE NEA MEANS TO THE TEACHER
By Ethelyn M. Chisum
Dean, Washington Technical

High School, Dallas

fostered by NEA. As far back as 1865
the convention of that year introduced
Pestalozzi's ideas and methods which
were carried back to their schools by
the delegates, and thereby brought
about changes in the teaching of that
period . The well-kno~n Committee ?f
Ten which was appornted by NEA 10
1894 influenced curriculum planning
and the development of the high
schools of the nation. The following
year the NEA 's Committee of Fifteen
made its report, " A Study of the Elementary Schools, " which resulted in a
wide diffusion of Herbart's principles
of coordination of elementary school
studies. The well-known Seven Cardinal
Principles of Secondary Education
which still affect our high schools
were set forth in a report by the NEA 's
Commission on the Reorganization of
Secondary Education.

"Quality education opens windows
on the world " was the theme for the
97th NEA convention which was held
in St. Louis this year. This sta ~c1.ient
embodies one of the many facets of the
extensive program of the National E~ucation Association, that of quality
teaching by qualified teachers. The
president of NEA, Dr. Ruth A. Sto~t,
has said, "We must extend and clanf y
our own vision, that of the publics and
of the students in our classroom. We
must replace the windowless walls of
ignorance, fear, prejudice, selfishness,
and shortsightedness. "
Among the many programs that the
NEA fosters the improvement of teaching is only one. Its 30 departments,
The NEA 's Educational Policies Com13 headquarters divisions and 24 com- mission is known for its far-reaching
missions, and committees execute the vision. Statements made·during the 30's,
duties required in operating the largest the 40's and today express the thinking
professional organization in the world, of the best minds in this country, repmore than 700,000 active members.
resenting the practical experiences of
The purpose of the NEA as stated classroom teachers in cooperation with
in the special charter granted by Con- university professors. The commission,
gress in 1906 is: "To elevate the char- in 1938, made what some educators
acter and advance the interests of the believe to be one of the most compreprofession of teaching and to promote hensive statements of the purposes of
the cause of education in the United education ever to be made in its pubStates." This purpose remains unchang- lication, "The Purposes of Education in
ed and is being carried out in the cur- - a Democracy. " The Commission outlines four basic purposes which educarent policies of the organization.
tion must consider if it is to fulfill the
To name a few:
essentials of democracy, namely, self1. To promo~e more and better
realization, human relationship, ecoteachers for the nation's chilnomic efficiency and civic responsibility.
dren
Among other things the Educational
2. To help recruit more teachers
Policies Commission has published
numerous research bulletins among
3. To work for improved methods
which are "Education for the Gifted,"
of teaching and teacher educa"Moral and Spiritual Values in the
tion
Public Schools," and " Higher Educa4. To provide continuous education in a Decade of Decision. " These
tional research
continue to be among NEA 's best-sell5. To seek improvement of the
ers. The cpntributions of EPC is only
professional and economic staone of such services offered by NEA .
tus of teachers
NEA offers information for the
6. To cooperate actively with all
classroom teachers on all levels. It's
· organizations and people seekaudio-visual aid program, for instance,
ing to improve Americ.an eduhas available a wealth of material on
the various subject-matter fields . It has
cation
The NEA serves the general needs of numerous departmental publications,
the profession as well as the sp~cial many of which can be had for the askneeds of individual teachers. Amencan ing, or at a nominal fee. It also pubtext books on education are full of in- lishes interesting and captivating skits
formation concerning the contributions which local leaders may use to arouse
that NEA has made and is making to- the interest of teachers in the advan-wards education through the years. Any tages of . professional organizations,
student of education knows that most ethics and the like.
of the progressive movements in eduThe NEA 's research division carries
cation in the United States have been on nationwide research studies in all
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areas of education. Hundreds of books,
pamphlets and brochures are available
on any school subject or educational
problem. The NEA serves teacher welfare causes also, and includes such areas
as teacher salaries in which NEA has
led out year after year since 1863, economic status of teachers, credit unions,
defense of · rights, professional ethics,
academic freedom, teacher load, tenure,
paid leaves, retirment benefits, et cetera.
Most of the benefits which teachers enjoy now have been gained by NEA's
constant and courageous struggle toward fulfillment of its purpose and its
responsibility in our democracy.
The 1954 amendment to the federal
income tax law which secured a tax
credit of up to $240 a year for retired
teachers and the success, in securing
a double exemption for persons over
age 65, are legislative actions on the
national level which were fostered by
NEA. It was also influential in gaining for teachers income tax deductions
on the cost of professional advancement.
Another privilege which NE A
gained for teachers was through its Legislative Commission's work in 1942
when the Hatch Act was amended thereby granting teachers who receive part
of their salaries from federal sources
the privilege of taking part in political
activities.
Every teacher who is a member of
NEA reads the Journal , but many do
not know that the Journal is the most
widely read educational journal in the
world. It goes to thousands of libraries
throughout the world, and has a total
circulation of over 700,000.
Among the departments of NEA are
the well-known National Classroom
Teachers Association, The American
Association of Secondary School Principals, The Elementary Principals Association, The American Association of
School Administrators, The National
Council for the Social Studies, the
Association for Curriculum Revision
and 25 others .which space will not
permit our mentioning. It has joint
committees with the following national organizations : The American
Legion, The American Library Association, The American Medical Association, The National Congress of Parents and Teachers, The Magazine
Publishers Association, and the American· Teachers Association (the Negro
teachers' national organization.)
(Continued on page 21)
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Communications(Continued from page 8)
tion-there must also be an understanding of the facts and information. This
understanding must be "in tune" with
the communicator; it must be at the
same level; it needs to be in a comparable frame of reference; and it must result in a complete transmittal of emotions and feelings. For the worker who
is accustomed to working five days a
week and is suddenly called upon to
work the sixth day will usually not do
so willingly unless there is an understanding-the fact that he must work
on Saturday which he usually has free
is not enough. Communication must
provide the reason why the extra day
of work is necessary. In this or any
other situation people must know the
reason behind the decision. Good management takes the workers with them
into the "know" with the evidence.
Only after the facts are known and
understanding is complete comes real
belief in the " purpose" or "cause" of
the situation. People can not be led
blindly into a condition of submission
and caused to perform their best work
unless they really believe in what they
are doing, as well as in the purposes
and objective of the business or industry in which they work. With understanding comes acceptance and willingness which leads to efficiency and
thoroughness in the work being performed. Communication has taken
place when people know the facts, the
reasons, and accept and believe these
facts and reasons which results in the
appropriate and desired action.
What are the characteristics of good
communications? Following are some
of the characteristics which are essential
to good communication whether in the
home, business, school, or government.
• 1. Communications must always be
two-way. Where communication is attempted by the issuing of directives or
the giving of orders without the opportunity for flow-back of questions
and explanations, it can only be partially complete.

• 2. Good communications must be
free of unnecessary distractions-the effort must be concise, dear and contain
only essentials pertaining to the message being communicated.

• 3. In order to be sure that communication is accomplished, the information must be complete from both the
standpoint of the person attempting
communication and the recipient of the
message.
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• 4. Effective communication must be
clear and distinct. The media used must
convey the information in a way that
cannot be misunderstood and so the information is distinct and understood by
all who are affected by it.
• 5. The participants in any communication situation must be "in tune" that is they understand the situation,
"speak the same language." Both parties
must have an "open mind" and look at
the communication effort through the
same perspective.
• 6. All information and facts in effective communication must be the
truth. The message must be conveyed
by media so that all concerned will understand it to be the truth, and not
have any doubt about the message.
• 7. Effective communication must
provoke a plan of action which will get
the desired outcome.
• 8. Communications should always be
specific-be directed specifically to the
person for whom it is intended. In order to be specific, one must consider his

own knowledge of the subject as well
as the knowledge of the person to
whom the message is directed. Consider
the interest and activities of the listener
and gear the message to his level of understanding. Remember that people
learn in small doses; don't try to achieve
all in one easy lesson. Narrow the goal
to an area small enough for your hearers to understand thoroughly.
• 9. Material must be well organized
as to time, order, and procedure.
o 10. Take advantage of opportunities
to illustrate and demonstrate, to achieve
communication use factual information
for developing a point, to illustrate by
use of comparison, use of analogy and
anecdotes.
• 11. Good communication must be interesting-spruce up the facts, visualize
statistics in the communication setting.
• 12. Finally, communication must be
simple and easy to understand. Complete and effective communication is
never easy and can be achieved only
with the exertion of special effort by
all the parties involved.

•

An Open Letter To New Teachers

TEACHERS STATE ASSOCIATION OF TEXAS
1191 Navasota Street
Austin 2, Texas

Miss New Teacher
September 1, 1959
Anywhere, Texas
My dear Miss Teacher:
New experiences often provoke anx1et1es. Such was the case when I was
introduced to a class of thirty or more youngsters by my first principal, who
stated: "Students, your new teacher has arrived." My "newness" was obvious
to the most retarded members of the class.
While early classroom experiences will very likely be your first and primary
concern, yet, I venture to speculate tha1 you will also be concerned about some
conditions which will influence your professional growth and progress as a
teacher. Presumably, you have accepted teaching as a career. If so, you have
given some thought to status and security of the teaching profession. Like
many others who entered the profession with me, I was concerned about conditions related to: security of employment, frequency and amount of increases
in salary, availability of professional services, essentials for growth and promotion in the profession. Though weighty and involved, do not be disturbed by
such conditions. I have a suggestion for relief.
During its history of seventy-five years, the Teachers State Association of
Texas has been primarily concerned with relieving teachers of burdens.ome
details related to the general welfare of teachers as a professional group. Therefore, I suggest that you join, support and become active in the Association.
As a member of the Association you will be privileged to use the power of
numbers-9,000-to safeguard your professional rights.
I am not unmindful that your progress in promotions and professional
status will depend, largely, upon personal initiative and ingenuity. Nevertheless,
public support of education, unfavorable restrictive legislation, and pressure
of special interest groups will limit your efforts. Most likely, you will not
have the time, nor will you accumulate sufficient wealth, to safeguard many
facets of your professional welfare. This is an impelling reason for you to
join the Teachers State Association of Texas. There are approximately 9,000
other teachers in Texas who agree with me.
Think critically about the issues which I have pointed out; its important
to future generations that you make the right decision.
Sincerely yours,

VMcD:m

VERNON McDANIEL
Executive Secretary-Treasurer
Teachers State Association of Texas

TEXAS STANDA RD
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What Is A Good School? Price School Seeks An Answer
contributing factor to development of
social habits; hence, the instructional
program includes related courses : Family life education, vocational education,
and cooperative-industrial training.

•

Special Education

V. A. Anthony
What is a good school? Answers to
the question are conspicuous by their
disagreement. Even educators, after centuries of debate on the subject, have
been unable to achieve a "meeting of
minds" on what is a good school.
From a practical viewpoint, perhaps,
. we might find it less difficult to de- fine a good school by describing its
function- what good schools should do
for boys and girls. This approach was
.employed by the Price School faculty,
Taylor, under the guidance of ·Principal
V. A. Anthony.

Instructional Emphases
The instructional program of Price
School centers on "common activities
of life," as they can be related to various subject matter fields anq the essentials for wholesome personality and social skills. In the elementary school,
for example, common activities of life
are integrated in teac4ing units which
include social studies, science, health,
and the 3.-R's.
7.

Wholesome personality development
and acquisition of social skills are also
emphasized in group activities of elementary pupils. This phase of instruction includes physical education, music
and art, with particular stress on appreciation of the more worthy values
and specific skills involved.
Though proficiency in communication is stressed in all areas of instruction throughout the school program,
tools of expression are the core of
learning experiences in English and
language arts classes.
Consistent with the idea of wholesome personality development and acquisition of social skills, instructional
· emphasis of the social studies center on
democratic citizenship; essentials for
building worthy democratic citizens.
This emphasis recognizes home life as a
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The Price School special education
program is broad in scope and designed
for instruction of physically and men tally handicapped children. Gifted children are not overlooked. An individualized instructional approach provides opportunity to include "enrichment activity" for the talented pupil, who becomes bored with the traditional lockstep system of instruction.
Special interests of students are
served in several areas. A supervisor
of music is allocated one day per week
to instruct and supervise learning activities in that area. Business education
and a varied program of co-curricular
activities are provided to meet the needs
of students who have particular interests and talents.

Equipment and Facilities
~ith emphasis. on mental, physical,
spmtua~, and soC1al growth of pupils,
The_ Pnce School has need of special
eqmpment and facilities. An auditorium-gymnasium provides adequately for
classes in physical education and the
varied programs of extra-curricular activities. Machine and tools provided in
the s~op accomodate a wide range of
vocational courses and vocational agric u_l ~ u re. The cooperative-industrial
trammg programs gives students "onthe~job expe~iences" of exceptional value m preparmg f ~r vocations.

Personal and health problems of students are handled by a counselor and
a nurse. Both have special equipment
and facilities to provide satisfactory
service for the student body. The library is supervised by a certified librarian and is stocked with reading materials required in the regular instructional program and in meeting the special
reading interests of pupils.
What Good Schools Should Do For
Boys and Girls
The Price School has profited by the
leadership of principals with vision and
deep concern about wholesome community life as an adjunct to an effective
school program. Principal Anthony was
preceded by a professional leader who
was completely dedicated to the cause
of education and exhibited, always, a
profound interest in youth of the community. In testimony of appreciation
for his services to school and contribution to the community, the school
was named in honor of the late 0. L.
Price.
What the Price School has attempted
to do for boys and girls is mirrored
in the emphasis of instructional programs and the exemplary life of principal and faculty. Price School wants
boys and girls to be worthy democratic
citizens; intelligent and purposeful consumers in their communities; proficient
in communication skills and competent
in their vocations; mentally alert and
physically strong; competent in dealing
with the practical problems of life; and
spiritually stimulating in family life
and community work.

FORT WORTH- HOST OF 1959 TSAT CONVENTION
Following the rotating system for selection of convention sites, the 75th
_Annual Convention of TSAT will be held in Fort Worth during the Thanksgiving
weekend. · General sessions and departmental meetings will be held in the Will
!logers Memorial Auditorium and the final business session, Saturday morning,
m th(! I. M. Terrell Junior-Senior High School auditorium.

TSAT DIAMOND JUBILEE
SPORTORAMA- CARNIVAL OF SPORTS
FOOTBALL CLASSIC
Madison Trojans (Dallas)

vs.
Booker T. Washington Leopards (Wichita Falls)

FARRINGTON FIELD _: FORT WORTH
NOVEMBER 28
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SERVICE FI RS T AND ALWAYS

I

'
L. G. McDONALD, SR.

Perhaps the greatest life that one
can live is one of service to others. Service has been the guiding spirit in directing the activities of two of the outstanding civic and educational leaders
in the state of Texas. Although retired,
Messsers. Lloyd C. McDonald, Sr. and
T. W. Pratt never allowed time and opportunity to pass them by. They were
too busy keeping up with and helping
to direct the trends of the times. Both
men are presently serving in executive
capaci ties with the Masonic Chapter of
the Order of the Eastern Star.
Mr. McDonald of Wichita Falls had
been active in the causes of education in
Texas for more than 40 years before
his retirement in 1948. During his 40
years of service he served as principal
in Doyle, Woodland, Groesbeck, Ferris,
and Cleburne, where he retired . Mr.
McDonald was an active member of
TSA T and attended his first meeting
more than 50 years ago.
Mr. McDonald has always believed
strongly in the cause of education and
has done much to champion its purposes. He received his early education
in the publis schools of Mexia, Texas,
and later attended Prairie View A and
M College where he received the B. S.
Degeree.
Since his retirement, Mr. McDonald
has been active in numerous civic, fraternal, and religious organizations. In
1946 he was an alternate delegate to
the National Republican Convention
which convened in San Francisco. He
has been an active member of the
Masons and the Knights of Pythias
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Lodge for more than 30 years. Mr. McDonald now holds an executive position
in the Masonic Chapter of the Order of
the Eastern Stars. He is a life member
of TSA T and is an active member of
Anderson Chapel A.M.E. Church.
Believing that the broadening experiences of travel can enable him to
serve humanity even better, Mr. McDonald is presently touring the eastern
part of the United States.
Another of the "fireballs" of educational leadership is Mr. T. W. Pratt
of Dallas. The name of Pratt is commonly associated with leadership in
civic, educational, religious, and fraternal organizations in the state of Texas.
Mr. Pratt has been a guide post in
the field of education for more than
40 years and has done much to insure
its progress in Texas. His early education began in the public schools of
Greenville, Texas, and his college training was completed at Fisk University.
Having taught in the public schools of
Kosse for several years, Mr. Pratt later
became the principal of the high school
in Greenville. After several years as
principal in Greenville, Mr. Pratt accepted a position as instructor of mathematics at Prairie View A and M College. Later Mr. Pratt joined the faculty
of the Booker T. Washington High
School of Dallas. He was shortly thereafter appointed principal of the Julia C.
Frazier School where he remained until
retirement.
Mr. Pratt served as president of
TSA T and was instrumental in uniting

T. W. PRATT, SR.

the organization with the National Education Association.
After his retirement, Mr. Pratt served
as president of the Negro Chamber of
Commerce of Dallas until 1946, and
during that time was directly responsible for effecting many civic improvements for the citizenry of Dallas.
Although his interests are varied and
many, Mr. Pratt has always found the
time to be of service when and where
needed. He has worked with such fraternal organizations as The Silver
Fleece, U B of F's, Odd Fellows, Tabors, Knights of Pythias, and American Woodmen. For the past decade his
principal efforts have been centered
around the Order of Eastern Stars. His
work with that organization was so
outstanding that he was elected to the
office of International Supreme Grand
Patron of the Masonic Chapter, Order
of the Eastern Stars of the World. ·
In addition to his other outstanding
contributions, Mr. Pratt has served as
an active member of the Republican
Party for many years and campaigned
actively in the last presidential election.
Mr. Pratt is a devoted and dedicated
member of the Forest Avenue Christian
Church of Dallas.
Messers. McDonald and Pratt have
given new meaning to the word, service.
They have shown that· retirement is not
the end but the beginning of a fuller
and richer life. As long" as there are
such men as McDonald and Pratt to
serve the causes of mankind, one can
feel assured of the continued success of
education, of youth, and democracy.
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NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
97th Annual Convention, St Louis, .Mo.

June 28-July 3

'I

It does not appear unduly speculative
to assume that observers and participants experienced varying degrees of
satisfaction and dejection at the NEA
Convention in St. Louis, June 28 to
July 4. Assuredly, feelings of satisfaction were experienced by those who
had the good fortune to select winning
candidates and to vote with majorities
on issues decided by the Representative
Assembly.
Unfortunately, election campaigns
and matters for group decisions are not
"dodo races" in which all win and are
awarded prizes. Always, there are winners and losers. And, as the winners
experience satisfaction, the losers experience dejection-varying degrees of
disappointment in failure to have hopes
fulfilled.
When viewed in broad perspective,
doubtless, functioning of the Representative Assembly met our highest
tests of democratic process : Free debate,
impartiality, and astute leadership.
Hence, we hazard the conclusion that
there were many who experienced deep
satisfaction as participants and observers
during deliberations of the Representative Assembly. Likewise, the astute and
impartial leadership of President Ruth
Stout, as presiding officer, is considered
a source of stimulation for those who
hold high regard for skill in direction
of deliberate bodies.

cons were willing to accept any degree
of success in their efforts to strengthen
NEA 's stand on integration.

RESULTS AND IMPLICATIONS
All efforts to amend the integration
stand of NEA were overwhelmingly defeated. From one point of view the defeat may have been a source of disappointment for those who fought so
valiantly for amendments. Assuredly,
defeat is not taken lightly when one has
gone all out in a fight. Nevertheless,
when results of the struggle are considered in the light of procedures supporters of strengthening amendments
could have experienced some measures
of satisfaction.
Free debate is fundamental in organizations purporting to be democratic. In
the struggle to amend the Integration
Resolution there was no violation of
this sacred democratic principle. Supporters of strengthening amendments
had their day in court and were heard .
And though they lost, causation of defeat must inhere in strategy and timing
rather than opportunity to plead their
cause.

In the controversial integration statement NEA expressed faith in arbitration. This faith was reflected in the extended debate and exhibition of impartiality with respect to time allowed
speakers who supported strengthening
amendments. Howeve r, failure to resolve the issue, even to the extent of
minor compromises, points up the need
for a meeting of minds. This meeting
of minds seems imperative; otherwise,
we can expect a repeat performance
when the Resolution Committee reports
at the 1960 Con vention in Los Angeles.

FEDERAL AID
There was never any doubt that NEA
would continue its support of federal
aid to education. The important consideration was that of strategy, finding
the most effective means of utilizing
resources in an effort to win support of
Congress. In particular, there was concern about removal of provisions in the
Murray-Metcalf Bill which did not include salaries of teachers in federal aid
appropiations.
As pointed out in arguments support(Continued on page 19)

THE $64 QUESTION
Should the Integration Resolution be
strengthened at St. Louis? This question
was widely discussed in meetings of
State Associations many months before
delegates assembled for the conclave.
As stated in its report to the Representative Assembly, the Resolution Committee had wrestled with the question
and called upon the Board of Directors
for counsel on the matter. The issue
was broadened by announcement of the
"Oregon Resolution," proposing that
State Associations initiate steps to integrate.
_
Both pros and cons had prepared for
an extended floor fight. This was evident from the strong and ably presented
statement of the Resolution Committee
and rebuttal arguments supporting the
integration Resolution as written .
Similiarly, main speeches and proposals
. to amend indicated that the cons had
given critical thought to their strategy
as well as their argument?, Also, compromise proposals suggested that the
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Left to rig'ht: Scott E. Johnson, Mrs. Hardeman, H. C. Johnson, Mrs. I. F. Davidson, NEA President Eshelman, Juan Bennett, Mrs. K. E. Tarver, and K. E. Tarver.
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New Long Range Study on Goals
of American Education Underway
The educational system of the United
States has been reviewed and criticized
by various fo undations and other groups
of ten in recent years, but the organized
teaching profess ion has yet to have its
say on the subject. Its turn will come
with the long-range study, approved at
the St. Louis convention, of the goals of
American education.
The study, spearheaded by Dr. Lyle
W. Ashby, NEA deputy executive secretary, got underway with the appointment of a committee which will be asked
to define the scope of the study in more
precise terms than it has been stated so
far. The committee will also recommend
how the study can best be carried out.
Recommendations of the committee
will be considered by the NEA Executive
Committee at its next meeting, Dr. Ashby
said. The Executive Committee will then

TSAT DELEGATES FILL IMPORTANT ROLES
AT AMERICAN TEACHERS ASSOCIATION

name a group of perhaps 15 or 20 nationally known educators who will be
responsible for direction of the study.
The study is viewed as a major activity of NEA which will continue for
perhaps four years.
It is thought likely that it may be
made in two phases: 1) to review and
define, in the light of modern conditions,
the real purposes of education, and 2)
to establish useful guidelines for curriculum development in the public elementary and secondary schools to assure that
those purposes are served.
Possibly the first phase of the study
may become the responsibility of the
Educational Policies Commission.
In the second phase a study will be
made of the respective roles of the several major components of the school system, introduction of subjects, time allocation, appropriateness of content, etc.
based on the best available knowledge
of the mental, physical and emotional
growth of children and young people.

At the annual meeting of the AmerThe adaptability of the educational
ican Teachers Association, Knoxville program to new needs and situations will
College, July 26-29, important roles also be considered, along with an examwere filled by delegates of the Teach- ination of how the curriculum is balers State Association of Texas. A. G. anced in terms of social and individual
Hilliard, principal of the Emmett Scott needs. The study may also be concerned
High School, Tyler, served on the with the strengths and weaknesses of
Auditing Committee. The Field Repre- local control of education.
sentative of TSAT, Homer L. Walton,
Fort Worth was a member of the
Election Co~mittee which supervised
balloting and tabulation of votes in
the election of officers.
The selection of TSA T delegates ·
to serve on the committees named was
significant for two reasons. First,
TSAT has a relatively small enrollment in the American Teachers Association. Though memberships in- Where to?
creased from a low of 58 in 1957-58
to approximately 300 in 1958-59, con- Name ..........._ _ _
..............................................
sidering potential enrollments ( 10,00~),
Texas ranks low among state associations with AT A memberships. And, Old Address .........................................- - -··························
secondly, the 1959 delegation was the
first representation of Texas in the - - - - -································································
ATA Convention in several years.
In addition to Hilliard and Walton, New Address... .......................................... - - TSA T was represented by four other
delegates. They were: R. E. Starr and
Cecil Irvin of Fort Worth, Vernon
McDaniel, executive secretary-treasurer Mail to: Vernon McDaniel 1191 Navasota St.,
Austin, Texas
of TSAT, and D. E. Wine, Tyler.
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Instructional TY
Workshop Opened
By RCA at NYU
A Center for Instructional Television,
the first of jts kind in the United States,
has been established by New York University in collaboration with the Radio
Corporation of America. The Center's
varied program, designed to develop and
disseminate the most effective techniques
for televised teaching in the nation's
schools, began in September.
The announcement was made by Dr.
John E. Ivey, Jr., executive vice president of NYU.
The Radio Corporation of America has
provided some $100,000 in funds and
television equipment for the Center,
which is located in the South Building
at the University's Washington Square
Center. The equipment is now being installed there.
Intended for teachers, producer-directors, evaluators, administrators, and others
concerned with the use of television in
teaching, the Center's program will include teacher-training, apprenticeships, institutes and in-service workshops, consulting services, and research. It is to be
administered by NYU's School of Education and Communication Arts Group.

N.EA Convention( Continued from page 17)
ing federal aid primary attention should
be focused upon advantages offered our
youth. Certainly, there are few if any
who would contend that local and state
finances are adequate to provid.e the
quality of education demanded by exigencies at this time. But the fear of
federal control prompts many to oppose federal aid to local schools.
In a practical sense a logical argument on an emotional subject is illogical. And the issue of federal aid is always linked to the sentimentalitie·s
which center on local customs and traditions. Hence, whatever appears to
threaten local control is opposed. This
observation leads to the conclusion that,
despite prevailing arguments pointing
up the need for federal aid, opposition
to such legislation will always be pronounced and difficult to overcome.

TEXAS STAN DARO

Dallas Teachers Council Plans
Talk and Taste Workshop

A. W. McDonald,
Visiting Professor, Prairie
View A and M College
Professor McDonald is a Past President of TSAT, distinguished teacher
(Head, Social Science Dep' t., Central
High, Galveston), and prominent civic
leader.
In the election of members for the
Charter Commission, City of Galveston,
May 12, 1959, Professor McDonald was
among the 21 successful candidates.

A Taste and Talk Workshop planned
around the third week in September will
kick off the activities for the Dallas
Teachers Council, an affiliate of the National Education Association, this year.
Mrs. Gladys I. Collins, re-elected president is expecting a large participation as
indicated from an interest survey made
in May.
Major interest from the survey was
Teacher Ethics, therefore concentration
this year will be to a great extent in this
area. The next area of interest was toward increased memberships. Through a
special drive for a 100% School Award
Project, we hope to double our present
memberships.

Officers in the Council are: Mmes.
Ethelyn Chisum-Advisor; Gladys I.
Collins, President; Birdie AndersonFirst Vice President; Lyda SaundersSecond Vice President; Lela WicksFinancial Secretary; Annie V. Wright
-Chaplain; Misses Joyce McBay-Recording Secretary; Dorothy Moore-Corresponding Secretary; Miss Darthulia Moore--Public Relations Chairman;
Mr. Leroy Hawkins-Treasurer; Mr.
E. V. Goss-Parliamentarian; Mr.
James Boyd-Executive Chairman.
In Professional Memberships,
Let's Set A
Record In •59

Some Texans at the NEA Convention, St. Louis, Mo., wtih NEA President Eshelman and delegates from other states.
Standing-left to right: W. E. Solomon, Executive Secretary, Palmetto Education Association, South Carolina; Scott E.
Johnson, President, Huntsville Teachers Association; Juan T. Bennett, President, Association of Fort Worth Classroom
Teachers; C. J. Barber, President, North Carolina Teachers Association; K. E. Tarver, Principal, Odom School, Beaumont;
. J T. W. Mims, NEA Delegate, Palmetto Education Association, South Carolina; Allen Williams, President, PaLmetto Education Association, South Carolina; Vernon McDaniel, Executive Secretary, Teachers State Association of Texas.
Seated-left to right: Mrs. I. F. Davidson, Consultant, Fort Worth Public Schools; H. C. Johnson, President, Teachers State
Association of Texas; M. W. Eshelman, President, National Education Association; Mrs. K. E. Tarver, NEA Delegate,
Southpark Teachers Association, Beaumont; Mrs. M. L. Hardeman, NEA Delegate, Austin Education Association.
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President Eisenhower Proclaims
American Education Week
President Eisenhower has designated the week of November 8-14, 1959, as American Education Week in a proclamation issued from the White House.
Urging each citizen to participate actively in this annual
public audit of the nation's schools, the President said:
" Let us display to the world and to oursel_ves our _pride
in this primary instrument of democracy-publtC educat10ncomplemented by private education, which is supported by
the willing sacrifices of each citizen and which benefits all. "
School houses throughout the country are expected to respond by laying o~t. a welcome ~at for an es_timate? 26 million parents and c1t1zens who will pursue this years theme,
"Praise and Appraise Your Schools. "
The nation-wide observance of American Education Week
which takes place every_ N?vember during th~ week ~hich
includes Veterans Day, 1s aimed at strengthening public appreciation of the problems and goals of public education.
Sponsors are the NEA ,_ the American L~gion, the United
States Office of Education, and the National Congress of
Parents and Teachers.
Daily topics are:
.
Sunday, November 8-The Child: What Does Education
Mean to Him?
Monday, November 9- The Parents: How Can They Work
for Better Schools?
Tuesday, November 10- The Teacher: What Is a Teacher?
Wednesday, November 11- The People Next Door: Who
Are They?
Thursd ay, November 12- The Schoolboard Member:
What Are His Responsibilities?
F riday, November 13-The Adult Citizens: How Can the
Schools Serve Them?
Saturday, November 14-The Voter: How Does He Make
His Decisions on Education?
In addition to Open House programs planned by educators, the public cummunica~ions m~~i~ and public service
organizations will co-operate 10 publ1C1z10g the personal responsibility of each citizen to strive for educational excellence.

TEPS Conference(Continued from page 13)

m his specialized field, and 20-25 percent m professional education courses.
• The student preparing for elementary teaching should
take a major or specialized work in an academic discipline.
• Cooperative planning of the rota! college curriculuru
is a must-academicians as well as professional educators must get into the act. As one group put it:
"the education of teachers is a function of the total
college or university."
Other strong threads of opinions cropped up in many of
the reports--that the future teacher should have stronger background in both English and at least one foreign language ;
that the present quality of student teaching leaves something
to be desired; that the requirement of a minor teaching field
for teachers may not be desirable.
.
These findings will be subjected to the acid test of intensive
study this year by state departments of education, regional
groups, colleges and universities, as well as the eight major
20

professional assooahons and 60 subject-field assooahons cosponsorsing the TEPS series of conferences. The 1960 series
of regional TEPS conferences will also be keyed to study
of the findings. When all this is over, the "Tentative Report,"
it is hoped, will become a "Final Report" which can become
source material for improving preparation programs.
Major speakers at the conference, tackling a variety of big
topics, seemed generally agreed that the American egghead was
coming into his own-and that it was high time.

Dr. I. James Quillen, dean of the college of education at
Stanford said that American attitudes toward intellectual endeavor are changing for the better, and a "new
climate seems to be developing in schools and colleges, in
family living rooms, and in the public press and periodicals."
Kansas U's Chancellor Franklin D. Murphy said the world
was a place where the 20th Century American has to be a
man of imagination and daring, a man articulate in more
than one language, a man talented in the subtleties that allow
him to get along with his neighbors, world wide.

Physicist Jerrold R. Zacharias of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, describing work of the Physical Science
Study Committee, said the new course it is developing for high
schools is based on the belief that "the fundamentals of physics
can be understood not just by the future Einsteins and other
scientists, but by John Q. Citizen."
Washington Correspondent Max Freedman of The Manchester Guardian said that in the power struggle for world
leadership, "there is no substitute for the American people's
strength, constancy, power, and ideals."
In a ringing charge to the final session, Arthur F. Corey
reminded conferees that teaching was a profession whose competence might tip the balance of our civilization . . . and that
therefore the preparation of future teachers must be undertaken
with a sense of excitement, vision, and emotion.
Traditional "hitch-hikers" onto the big TEPS meeting were
three related groups which held sessions ahead of, or concurrently with, the main show. They were the National Assocation (NASDTEC); the Chairmen of State TEPS Commissions; and the Student National Education Association.
AU three groups elected officers as follows:
N ASDTEC elected as President Richard So rick, director of
teacher education, Oregon State Department of Public Instruction at Salem; and as Vice President Wayland W. Osborn,
director of teacher education and certification, Iowa State Department of Public Instruction, Des Moines. Miss M. Eleanor
Rice, supervisor of certification, Maryland State Department
of Education, Baltimore, was re-elected Secretary.
Re-elected chairman of the State TEPS Chairmen this year
was Fred Vescolani, associate professor, administrative -and _educational services Michigan State University at East Lansing.
The lively contingent of Student NEAers (91 youngsters
from 51 state student education associations) elected George A.
Bueltmann, senior at Southern Illinois University, Carbondale,
as their new president. Other officers elected during this Third
Annual Student NEA Leadership Conference were as follows:
Robert St. Germain, Plattsburg, N.Y., first vice president; Jack
Smallwood, Sarasota, Fla., second vice president; Ben S.
Flatt of Gainesboro, Tenn., third vice president; Arthalia
Bordeaux of Wilmington, N .C., secretary; Jennie Johnson,
Des Moines, Iowa, historian; and Robert Vogel, Ogden,
Utah, parliamentarian.

PLAN TO ATTEND
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•
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HONO·R R,OLL SCHOOLS
Love High School, Bremond, and
A. B. Davis High School, Lott, reported 100 per cent enrollments for
TSAT memberships on August 20.
Principals Love and Wheeler are congratulated in achieving the distinction:
"First Honor Roll Schools" for 1959-60.

tldJJJJ.nltwui
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Branley, Franklyn M. Exploring By Satellite; the Story of Project Vanguard.
New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1957. $3 .00 (10-15)
Branley, Franklyn M. Mickey's Magnet.
New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co.,
1956. $2.50 (5-10)
Branley, Franklyn M. The Nine Planets.
New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co.,
1958. $3.00 ( 10-up)
First Books:
Benedick, Jeanne. Th e First Book of Airplanes. D. C. Heath and Company,
713 Browder Street, Dallas, Texas.
$.80.
Bendick, Jeanne. The First Book of Space
Travel. New York: Franklin Watts,
Inc., 1953. $1.95 (8-12)

President's Message
(Continued from page 3)
gram and services of TSAT. Comparatively, the Association falls ·short when
measured by achievements of similar
organizations which have the handicap
of rigid social patterns and political
restrictions. Though ranking at or near
the top in potential and active membership, TSAT, in staff personnel, in programs and activities sponsored and in
building and facilities, ranks among the
lowest state associations. Future prospects give rise to optimism. We have
inherited an organizational structure
which affords unlimited possibilities for
service to teachers and the field of
education. We have the strength of
unity and group-mindedness. We have
th_e advantage of regional and national
affiliations and less of the usual restrictions which characterize the southern region .
Prospects, like seeds, ge rminate and
reach maturity when they are properly
nurtured and nourished. This dictum
of nature is an ordination that should
be applied in promoting TSAT. If we
take · nature as a guide our aspirations
for TSAT's future would be nutured
and nourished by practical programs,
coordinated endeavors, wholehearted
· support, and critical analysis of changing conditions. Realization of our
prospects may require more, but is
hopeless with anything less.
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NEA & The Teacherccontinued from page 14)
The American Teachers Association
(ATA) and the NEA Joint Committee
meets annually to discuss problems
that may be peculiar to the Negro ,
and during each convention this
group holds an open session. At the
St. Louis convention this writer sat
in on the AT A-NEA joint meeting,
at which time the delicate and controversial matter of integration was
discussed. The group passed a resolution which was forwarded to the
Resolutions Committee, and which was
later carried to the floor of the delegate assembly.
Two speakers addressed the meeting, the Rev. T. P. Maher, S. J., head
of the Department of Education and
director of Human Relations Center,
St. Louis University, and Dr. Jas. A.
Scott, director of elementary education,
St. Louis public schoors. The latter, a
Negro, spoke on "Basic Principles to
the Development of Democratic Human Relations. " The speaker outlined
ten principles of effecting a human
relations program. Among his remarks the speaker stated that, " No
single plan or blue-print for effecting
democratic changes in human relationships in any specific area of community life is applicable to all localities. Each locality must formulate
its own plan in terms of broad underlying principles and its particular
situation.··

In attempting to discuss the NEA
and its services to teachers and the
prufessi0n only a small fragment is
possible. It may be well to mention
at this point that NEA serves the
teaching profession just as AMA serves
the medical profession, or as the
American Bar Association serves the
legal profession. In order to maintain
his professional status no self-respecting medic or lawyer would fail to
hold membership in his organization.
Teachers and administrators often
feel that membership in one of the
NEA departments is sufficent, such as
the Association of School Principals, the
American Association of School Administrators, National Art Education
Association· or National Science Teachers Association. These organizations
serve special needs in specialized areas,
but they do not cover the wide range
of services that NEA, the parent organization covers in its many other

activities. Headquarters for the departments are housed in the NEA
Center in Washington, and in some
instances their budgets a re supplemented with NEA funds. Therefore,
every teacher and administrator owes
it to himself and his profession to join
the parent body as well as the department which serves his special needs.
There is a dearth of local associations among teachers in our own
group. The organization of the local
unit is a must. It is only through
such units that we can perfect a
stronger state organization, and finally
strengthen the ties which bind local,
state and national associations together.
Our state association is moving forward ; its program is being geared
to the needs of education. It can
move faster and more effectively if
local teachers were better organized.
The inauguration of the delegate assembly during its conventions has
revolutionized the business sessions,
but it can operate with more ease
if its delegates represent the organized
efforts of local associations. The
newly organized State Classroom Teachers Association should serve as an
inspiration and incentive in effecting local units. This organization is a department of the Teachers State Association of Texas.
Through the cooperative efforts of
NEA and TSAT a state director, H.
L. Walton, has been appointed, and
his services have done a vast amount
of good in diffusing association information throughout the wide domain
of Texas. He should be consulted
by all means because the success of
this noble experiment will, in part,
depend upon your own response and
enthusiasm.

If there is no local unit m your
city or co:rnty, now is the time to
begin working toward such a goal.
Organization on the local level is
every teacher's responsibility, and a
duty which should be assumed with
wholeheartedness and determination.
You may wish to organize a. local
classroom teachers unit, or you may
wish to organize a unit which includes principals and other _administrators, but by all means organize. Write
state headquarters, 1191 Navasota St.,
Austin, for information, and they will
gladly g ive details, or you may have
the service of the state director who
will render on-the-spot assistance.
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We in education have many goals.
We set these goals and strive to achieve
them because we want our schools to
be better and because we want teaching
to become more clearly a profession.
Our goals include such areas as improved financing for the schools, more
reasonable teacher work load, higher
standards, better salaries, and greater
public understanding and support.
How do we work to achieve these
goals? Sometimes the work is done by
a local association, as it wins support
for a new school budget. Sometimes our
state association moves us toward the
goal, perh aps by winning an improvement in state legislation. Sometimes, a
national public relations campaign or
national legislative victory brings the
goal nearer through the work of our
ational Education Association.
These may seem like separate accomplishments by separate entities. But
this is not the case. All of these professional groups work together, and
their work is inseparably interrelated.
Probably your local association leaders attended leadership training conferences, sponsored by the state association, which helped them to plan their
work more effectively. They used re-

search reports about salaries prepared
by NEA, other financial data from the
state association, and were helped by
national and state publicity on the need
for better salaries. They may even have
called in state or national consultants
to work with them.
When your state association functions
most effectively, it is with the help of
services from NEA and with the strong
support of every local association. In
the same way, NEA depends upon the
backing of all the teachers and all the
local and state associations in every
state.
Just as a salary increase often depends upon cooperation of all our associations, so do gains in every fieldin standards, prestige, better public
support, smaller classes, retirement, job
security. A united profession can be the
key to many doors.
What do we mean by a united profession? We mean active membership in
all levels of our professional organization- local, state, and national. The effectiveness and speed with which our
goals are achieved depends upon the
strength of our united profession.
Let's set a record for professional
unity in 1959-60 !

ALWAYS ,O N THE JOB!
PRINCIPAL B. T. W. BREMBY
E. B. EV ANS SCHOOL, HASKELL
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by F. R. Rice
Greetings Teachers and Professional
Workers!

It is a privilege and a pleasure to have
the opportunity to work with you again
this year. Many wonderful things are
happening in education and in our proThe writer should
like to congratulate
all NEA affiliated
organizations who
sent delegates to
the 97th annual
meeting which confession. In all these
activities you are
playing a vital role.
vened in St. Louis. Words from a neophyte representative of the Austin Education Association, Mr. Malon Allen,
teacher of Blackshear School, who attended the past convention, may be characteristic of other representatives. "It is
marvelous to attend a National Education Association meeting and especially
to note the emphasis the national and local associations are placing on developing
professional status, good public relations
for schools and teachers, and professional conditions of service."
We had a very nice letter of thanks
from our NEA membership chairman,
Mrs. Mary Emma Rosson, of District X.
This letter may be inspiring to members
of other districts, since it is time for us
to renew our dues. This letter reads as
follows:
Dear Administrator:
I should like to thank you for your
work and your professional interest in
getting your faculty to support our professional organizations last year. Since the
district N.E.A. membership chairmen are
eager for this year's membership to · exceed that of last year, we are again asking
for your support. We feel that your faculty will follow you in professional membership. All you need to do is set the
example, remind them of the many contributions that have been made to the
teaching profession by our professional
organizations, and give them a word of
encouragement to pay their dues. Teachers are getting the highest salaries in the
history of public schools because of the
work of our professional organizations;
the least we can do as members of the
teaching profession is to support them
by paying our dues.
I have been informed by T.S.T.A.
headquarters that N.E.A. membership
(Continued on page 23)
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Your- NEA-

Two World Powers-

(Continued from page 22)

(Continued from page 8)
It may be stated that the overall comfort of the present and subsequent generations depends primarily on those who are
to handle the gears of the two major
world powers. It may be stated also that
the more evenly distributed the military
and political powers among nations, the
greater is our guarantee of lasting peace.
Therefore, it is necessary that the people
of the world give attention to the election or appointment of men and women
of goodwill to manage the affairs of
the world through the two great world
powers.
ALAMO TEACHERS' MEETING
The executive secretary visited the
Alamo City Teachers Association on
September 7. Mrs. Joyce Sowell, President, has planned an ambitious program for the association and looks forward to many achievements.

•
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blanks will be sent to every superintendent in Texas; use these blanks to secure 100% membership at your first
faculty meeting. If I can help in securing
information on materials for your membership drive, please let me help you.
Best wishes for a very pleasant and profitable school year."
It is letters like this and other encouragement from superintendents, principals, and supervisors which keep us on
our toes and make us want to be real
members of the profession. Let all of us
join our local, state and national associations 100% . N .E.A. dues $10.- State
dues $5.
Remember: In unity there is strength.
George Washington said, "A hundred
thousand men coming one after another
could not move a ton weight, but the
united strength of 50 would transport it
with ease. "

DELEGATES TO THE NEA CONVENTION-Left to Right-Stahding: Vernon McDaniel, Executive Secretary, TSAT, G. W.
Adams, President, South Texas District Association, Leroy Hawkins, Dallas Teachers Council, H. L. Walton, Field Representative, TSAT, Hermon Henderson, Houston Classromn Teachers, Demosthenes M. White, West Columbia Teac'hers Association,
Juan T. Bennett, President, Association of Fort Worth Classroom Teachers, R. E. Starr, Past Pr1esident, Association of Fort
Worth Classroom Teachers. Seated: Miss K. A. Stewart, President, Tyler Classroom Teachers, Mrs. Ethel Lightner, Delegate,
Southwest Texas District, H. C. Johnson, President, TSAT, Mrs. W. H. Hamilton, Delegate, Waco Education Associotion, Mrs.
Gretel Kirk, Delegate, Association of Fort Worth Classroom Teachers, T. V. Glover, President, East Texas District Association.
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CALCULO Eases
Math, Science Woes
. . .. What is the fourth root of
7.1 to the eighteenth power?

. . . . If production increases at the
rate of 2.3% per year, how
long would it take to double
the national output?

Students Can Travel to
Forty Countries Through
Audio-Visual Classroom Aids
WASHINGTON-Without budging
from their seats, students can peek inside the Kremlin, visit a Spanish bullfight, explore a jungle in ~eru, go
whalehunting off the Norwegtan coast,
or listen to a Hungarian rhapsody-all
through the use of films and records
in the classroom.
A catalogue of over 1200 films, fi lm
strips, slides, and records available to
teachers has just been published by the
World Confederation of Organizations
of the Teaching Profession (WCOTP)
in a volume entitled "Audio-Visual
Aids for International Understanding."
The historical and cultural films included were recommended by teachers,
diplomatic sources, an_d ~c_holars for
their accuracy and 06Jectiv1ty. Representing 40 countries, they form the most
comp rehensive listing of this k_ind ever
published. Research for the proJect took
more than a year.
WCOTP hopes to foster internati~nal understanding and sympathy by aiding in their world-wide distribution.
The descriptions include title, content,
language, length of time, educational
level, source, and price.

Copies of the new volume, which can
be converted into a card file system, are
available for $2.50 each pre-paid from
Roy K. Wilson or Mrs. Myrtle Bonn,
WCOTP, 1227 16th St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
WCOTP i an international confederation of three and a half-million
teachers in 70 countries. The N ational
Education Asociation, representing U .S.
teachers, is the largest affiliate.

YOUR NEA
NEEDS YOUR
MEMBERSHIP
24

Overseas Pen Pals
For Students
One good way for your students to
get a ve ry personal slant on what goes
on in another part of the world is to
correspond with friends abroad. Thousands of U. S. students find this kind
of writing both interesting and rewarding. Moreover, it helps Uncle Sam! International correspondence between individuals is a vital factor in making
friends for the United States. These
"person-to-person" contacts, if they are
maintained fai thfully and sincerely, can
do as much as-or even more thanthe Voice of America to build good will
around the g lobe for America.
United States students often share
their foreig n letters with friends in
social studies or English classes. All
this makes it easier for teachers to
arouse and hold interest. Countries that
were pink or yellow spots on the map
become "alive" because of personal
friends li vi ng there. The young people
frequently exchange more than letters.
They may contribute to each other's
stamp, coi n, or postcard collectionssometimes gifts or even visits.
The letters from overseas will be
written in English, unless your students
wan t to practice their knowledge of
French, German, or Spanish. If the students wish to keep in cl ose touch with
peop le of their own ages, in another
land, then the International Friendship
League of 40 Mt. Vernon St. Boston,
Massachusetts, ca n be of real service to
you.
Please send a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to the League for one or more
descriptive brochures. The brochures
conta in ap plication blanks where the
stude nt writes his name, address, age,
and inter~sts. The Leag ue has thousands
of letters fr om abroad from young people who are very anxious to write to
Americans.

. . . . What is the range of a projectile whose initial velocity
is 1200 feet per second at an
angle of 40 degrees with the
ground?
These are typical of the problems
that can be solved by the new Science
Materials Center CALCULO Analog
Computer Kit ($16.95) which has been
designed to teach the principles of
mathematics, physics, mechanical drawing, and economics to young people and
adults.
CALCULO can be assembled in two
hours with screwdriver and pliers (no
solder required), and is powered by
two ordinary flashlight cells. Mathematical functions are drawn on the
blank dials, and the easy-to-read meter
records the answer. An accompanying
32-page instruction manual-easily read
by a 12-year-old-illustrates and suggests innumerable projects, including
over thirty problems with answers to
use as checks while learning and other
scientific and mathematical projects to
make full use of CALCULO' s extraordinary range of functions.
Designed by Hy Ruchlis, former
chairman of the New York Federation
of Science Teachers, and Alfred Bender,
instructor in phyiscs at Brooklyn Polytechnical Institute and Stuyvesant High
School, New York, CALCULO is the
newest addition to the Science Materials
Center line of educational kits for
young people.

It is available from the Science Materials Center's headquarters at. 59
Fourth Avenue, New York 3, New
York.

'Keyboards' Add
Interest for Classes
School children become more interested in music when they are provided
with a cardboard keyboard . They learn
more too, according to a recent report
from the American Music Conference.
This augmented approach to music
instruction, called "keyboard experience, " puts one of these silent keyboards at each child's desk. While a
( Continued on page 26)
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Heath Elementary

An English Program For Grades 2-8
From D. C. Heath and C.o mpany
713 Browder. St., Dallas

English Is Our Language, Second Edition, bases the teaching of grammar and
the fundamentals of English usage on
the clear signs that every child
wants to undersand what others are saymg
wants to voice his own wishes, thoughts,
and feelings
wants to know what newspapers and
magazines and books are all about
wants to feel at home and sure of himself in his surroundings
wants to explore his exciting world
wants the experiences of taking part, of
belonging, of sharing
wants to discover outlets of creative written expression
Each chapter of English Is Out" Language, Second Edition, is organized a-

round real life experiences and language
activities which call for the use of skills
in both oral and written communication.
These activities involve receiving impressions, reflecting ideas, organizing materials, and expressing thoughts. The
activities program in ENGLISH IS OUR
LANGUAGE Second Edition
• Unites language learnings with a host
of high interest activities
• Matches the right projects to the right
age group
• Balances lively imagination with good
common sense in creating activities that
are suitable for the classroom and magnetic to children
• Gives each chapter of each book a central theme-organizes all of the chapter
content, including grammar and practice
in language usage, around' that theme.

Texts, Studybooks, Teachers' Editions of
Texts and Studybooks Gui-des for Teaching

ATA(Continued from page 10)
constituents. The proposals were: (1)
the organization and development of
a Placement Bureau to assist displaced
teachers, ( 2) the extension of services
provided by the NEA-ATA Joint Com. mittee, and ( 3) the launching of an
intensive membership campaign.

PERSPECTIVE AND PROSPECTS
How to do often provokes more
complex problems than determining
what to do. In regard to the AT A
program of expanded services, there
appears to be widespread agreement
that the Association should promote
a program centered on: ( 1) welfare
arid security of teachers who are
distressed by turmoil and strife growing out of desegregation efforts, (2)
human relations education as a means
of relieving tensions inherent in racial
conflicts, and (3) accurate and unSEPTEMBER-OCTOBER, 1959

biased portrayal of Negroes in school
encyclopedias and other supplementary
materials.
Delegates to the 56th annual convention of AT A were encouraged by
the proposed program of expanded
services and overwhelmingly endorsed
the plan of action, as reflected by
increases in appropriations for memb~rship promotion, field services, and
employment of a full-time staff personnel. Expectations of a dynamic
and practical program appear to be
a reasonable speculation, considering
the plans approved for the implementation of the proposals.
In the judgment of many delegates,
AT A has an enviable position with
respect to providing for the welfare
and security of Negro teachers and
in creating. a wholesome atmosphere
for relief of social tensions, as reflected in the ·unfortunate circumstance
of racial conflicts.

Science
(FOR GRADES 1-6)
by Herman and Nina Schneider
Science for Work and Play, Grade 1;
Science for Here and Now, Grade 2;
Science Far and Near, Grade 3; Science
in Your Life, Grade 4; Science in Our
World , Grade 5; Science for Today and
Tomorrow, Grade 6. Teachers' Edition
for each book, separate Teachers' Guides
also available.
_Learr~ing by doing is the keynote of
th1s series. Each of the six books comprises a complete, well-rounded year's
program. Beautifully illustrated in four
colors.

• a maximum of science activities
Through abundant varied activities and
dis~ussio?s Heath Elementary Science
trams children to observe, to think, and
to draw conclusions.

• spiral development of science topics
In Heath Elementary Science children
come upon the same concepts again and
again, each time with the discovery of
a new facet, a fresh outlook, a wider
application.

• integration of science topics with
other sub;ects
Heath Elementary Science helps enrich
the whole elementary curriculum. In
using these books you will make correlations with history, geography, and
the language arts.
• a balanced selection from all branches of science
Through Heath Elementary Science the
child ranges widely in the fields of
science, in areas of environment, and in
the realms of time and space.

• content determined by the needs of
children
Growth is a three-way process-physical, mental, and emotional. Each kind
of growth has been considered in the
planning of the Heath Elementary
Science program.

Teachers~ Confidential
Loans
$50 to $300
On your signature only
Repay in small monthly payments
Details free -

write today

Teachers Loan Service
Dept. 16

Brundidge, Ala.
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Keyboards Add-
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(Continued from page 24)
few of the class play notes, run scales
and form chords at the piano, the rest
of the children go through the same
motions on their dummy keyboards.
To help measure the value of "keyboard experience," AMC compared
gains made by students who used the
keyboard to students who did not. The
group study was made during a sixmonth period from October, 1958, to
April, 1959. Progress comparisons were
made in music reading, singing on key
and harmonizing. They also measured
gains in instrument ownership and outside music participation.
The study involved 2,982 pupils in
31 New Jersey, Alabama and Arkansas
schools. In each school "keyboard experience" was taught in one classroom
and not taught in another. Thus, a
"control" group in each school provided a base with which to measure the
va lues of "keyboard experience."
In all major categories, the keyboard
learners outdistanced the control students. The most startling gains were
in the categories of " reading music"
and "pa rt singing."
AMC figures also indicate a much
g reater interest in musicmaking on the
part of the keyboard students.

'Yla1ionaL & ~
1959
Sept. 13-16: American Association for
Health, Physical Education and Recreation, National Conference on the Science Requirement in the Undergraduate
Physical Education Major Curriculum,
Washington, D .C.
Sept. 16-19: NEA Citizenship Committee, National Conference on Citizenship, Washington, D.C.
Sept. 27-29: National Science Teachers
Association, tri-state regional conference, Concord, N.H.
Oct. 4-7: National Commission on Safety Education, National Conference on
School Transportation, Washington,
D.C.
Oct. 23-28: 3rd annual national conference, Department of Rural Education;
and 14th national conference, County
and Rural Area Superintendents, a division of the Department of Rural Education, Seattle, Wash.
Oct. 24: Division of Travel Service,
Travel Service Fair, Denver, Colo.
Nov. 3-5: National Association Public
School Adult Educators, annual confer-

APPLICATIONS

FOR

HOUSING

riafibn_,

ence, Buffalo, N.Y.
Nov. 6-8: National Association of Educational Secretaries and the Michigan
Association of Educational Secretaries,
joint region al conference, Detroit, Mich .
Nov. 8-14: American Education Week.
Theme: Praise and Appraise Your
Schools.
Nov. 11-14: Professional Development
and Welfare, Salary School, Washington, D .C.
Nov. 15-18: American Association for
Health, Physical Education and Recreation, National Conference on School
Recreation, Washington, D.C.
Nov. 22-24: National Association of
Secretaries of State Teachers Association, annual meeting, Washington, D.C.
Nov. 25-28: National Council for the
Social Studies, annual convention, Kansas City, Mo.
Nov. 27-28: National Science Teachers
Association, regional conference, New
York City, N.Y.
Nov. 27-28: Department of Classroom
Teachers, study conference, Washington, D .C.

RESERVATIONS

Diamond Jubilee Convention of the Teachers State
Fort Worth, November 26-28

1

Ass n of Texas

A record-breaking attendance is expected at the Diamond Jubilee Convention of TSAT. The Housing
Committee, however, has made critical surveys of all available accommodations with the hope of providing convenient and comfortable housing for all delegates and visitors.
To insure the best accommodations, persons desiring reservations are requested to send in applications to the Housing Committee no later than November I.
APPLICATION FOR HOUSING ACCOMMODATIONS-NOVEMBER 26-28
TSA T Annual Convention
Fort Worth , Texas
Accommodations desired:
Name .. . . .. . ..... ... .. . .... .. ... .... .... . . . ...... . ... . .. . .
Address .... . . ................... . . . .. ........ . ..... . .. . .. .

Private Home
Hotel
Motel

City . ....... .. .. . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . ... . ... .. ... .. . ..... . . .. .. .

Double Room

Mail Application to:

Single Room

Mr. K. W. McMillan, Chairman
Convention Housing Committee
1327 Missouri Avenue
Fort Worth, Texas
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or

Family Party

James E. Guinn School
1100 Louisiana
Fort Worth, Texas

Three dollars for ONE.

( number)

Five dollars for TWO.
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DIAMOND JUBILEE ESSAY CONTEST- LAUNCHED
DIAMOND JUBILEE ESSAY CON ..
The Diamond Jubilee Essay Contest
is announced as one phase of theTSAT
Panorama of Progress. The contest is
divided into two divisions, the high
school and the college division.
The high school division is open to
all high school seniors in private, pub1ic, and parochial schools in the state
of Texas. High School participants will
write an essay on the subject "The
Teacher and Profesisonal Organizations." The winner of the high school
division will receive a scholarship of
$200 to the college of his choice. Competition in the high school division will
be conducted on local, district and state
levels. Local schools will submit only
the winning essay of the school to the
District Contest Chairman no later than
midnight, November 5, 1959. The District Chairmen will submit essays of the
district winners to the Contest Chairman no later than midnight, November
15.
The college division of the contest
is open to all undergraduate students
who are presently enrolled in colleges

in the state of Texas. The college entries wiII be in competition with other
colleges only. The subject for the college division is "The Validity of Tests
which Distinguish Race." The winner
of this division will receive a $250
scholarship award.
The college competition will be supervised by chairmen of English Departments. Judges for the essay of the
individual colleges will be selected by
the participating institutions. Winning
essays of the college division must be
submitted to the State Contest Chairman no later than midnight, November
15.

The final winner of each division of
the contest will be announced at the
Panorama of Progress celebration during the annual convention of TSAT in
Fort Worth, November 26-28.
Contest Rules
I. Students submitting entries must
be enrolled in a duly recognized and
accredited public, parochial, or private
school or college in the state of Texas.
2. The length of entry must consist
of not more than 1000 words.

3. The essay must be original work
of the student participant, and prepared
by him, although source material may
be used if properly identified.
4. Only the winning entries of valid
district contests may be entered in the
judging for state winner.
5. All essays must be typewritten on
8½ x 11 inch unlined paper. Typing
must be double spaced, and only one
side of the paper is to be used. Margins
should be two inches from the top; one
and one-half inches from the left, one
inch from the right, and one inch from
the bottom.
6. Entries will be judged on content,
neatness, grammar, organization, originality, and clarity of thought.
7. Each entry must have attached
thereto a Participant's Entry Blank or
a reasonable facsimile typed on a separate sheet. The name of the participant or school represented should appear nowhere on the essay as a means
of identifying the writer.
8. The decision of the judges at
all levels is final.
(Continued on page 28)

PARTICIPANT'S ENTRY BLANK
0 .................. .
NAME .. .. .. . .. . ...... . . .. .. .. ..... . .. . . .. .. . ..... .. ... . . . ...... . . . ... .... ... . . . .. .. .. .. . ... .. .... ..... . .. .. . . ......... . . .
ADDRESS . ........ . .. .. ... .. .. .... . . ... .. . . .. ... . .. .. .. .. .. . ........ .. ... ... ... . .. ... . .. .. . . . .. ... .... .. .. .. . . ... . ... .. .. .

CITY ...... .. .. . ... .. . .. ... .. . .. . .. .... .. .. .. ... . .. .. .. .. .... STATE . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . ..... .. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. ... . . . ... . ... . .
Month and year to be graduated . .. ..... . .. .... . . . ... ..... . . . .. ... .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. ... .. .. .. . . .. .. ..... ... . .. . ... ... ......... .
I certify that the attached essay is an original production and is the result of my personal research and composition.
Signature of student
I certify that the student, . ..... . ..... . .. .... . . . .... . . ..... ... . . ...... . ....... .. .... . .. .... , is an enrolled senior in our day
school, and is a member of our graduating class.
Signature of principal
Date of submission

FOR SCHOOL CONTEST DIRECTORS
1. Make certain that entries are prepared as directed.
2. Mail or deliver the completed entry to the District Chaiman no later than midnight, November 5, 1959.
3. Complete the following form and attach it to your entry.
I certify that the student named below is the duly selected winner in the Teachers State Association of Texas Essay Contest as
conducted at ........... . ..... ... .. ... ... .. . ........ . ....... ....... . . ... .. ....... .. ... . .. . ............... . ..... .. ......... .
Name and location of school or c_o llege

Signature
Address .. .. . . ... . . .. ... ... .. .. .... ....... .. . ... .. ......... . ......... . .. .... .. ...... .. .. .. .. ... . . ......... .. .. ... ... ... . . . . .
Street
City
·
Phone

FOR USE OF DISTRICT CHAIRMEN
1. Please make certain that rules of preparation have been followed.

2.
3.
Dallas
4.

Winning entries must be delivered to you no later than midnight, November 5.
Winning entries in district competition must be delivered to Edward L. Cowens at 2927 Pennsylvania Avenue,
15, Texas, no later than midnight, November 15.
Please complete the following and attach it to your entry.

I certify that the essay attached hereto is the duly selected winner of the . ...... . ....... ... . .... .... . . . .. . . . . .. .... .. .... . . . .
District, and is our entry in the state finals.
Signature of District Chairman
Address .... . . ...... . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . ... ... . .. . ... . .. ... ... ... ..... . .. .. .. .. .. . ... .. .... .. .. .. . . . .. .. .... .. .
Street
City
Phone
Number of schools entering contest in District finals: . . .......... ... .... .. .... .. ...... ... . ... . .. .. .... .... .. .. ... . ... .... .... .
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TEACHERS, ADMINISTRATORS
RECEIVE SCHOLARSHIPS
To the Teachers Association:
Congratulations are due your association for the fine gain in membership in
the National Education Association
achieved last year. Such progress unifies
our profession for more effective work
in the future.
The gain made in your association
last year puts it among the leaders in
improving support for our profession.
This effective effort by state and local
leaders and members in support of NEA
is greatly appreciated.
Were you an NEA member last year?
If you were with so many of the other
teachers of Texas then you have had the
satisfaction of helping to advance and
unify your profession.
This year I know you will want to
support your local, state, and national
organizations in their work of improving
your welfare as a teacher. I hope, too,
that you will encourage a fell ow teacher
who may not yet be a member to join
the team this fall.
RECIPIENTS OF SCHOLARSHIPS
Shown above are administrators and
teachers who received grants from the
Southern Education Foundation. These
administrators and teachers attended
The University of Texas this summer.
The primary purpose of the grants
was to provide additional special training for professional school people in
the techniques of evaluation of elementary schools. The Southern Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools is
in the process of affiliating and accrediting elementary schools.
Fifteen grants were given to school
people over the state, however only
eight of the fifteen were enrolled in
the class. They were James C. McClure, principal, Bunch Elem., Midland;
Mrs. Willie B. Daniels, teacher, Baytown; Mrs. Ruby Dickerson, teacher,
La Marque; Samuel R. Burton, principal Dunbar Jr. High, San Antonio;
Mrs. 0. J. Thomas, Prairie View Training School ; C. A. Thomas, principal,
Midland ; Thomas E. Patterson, principal, Childress High School, Nash ville,
Ark. ; and Thomas E. Gray, Principal,
Bethune Elementary School, Houston.
Also shown in the picture are other
members of the class. They are Mrs.
Ollie A. Posey, teacher, Waco; Mrs.
Flementine Haynes, teacher, Victoria;
and Edward Watson, vice principal,
Lincoln High, Port Arthur.
The persons named above represent
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only a fraction of the class enrollment.
The opportunity of receiving the
grants given by the Southern Foundation came as a result of the program
sponsored by the State Principals' Organization which strives to promote
professional growth for its members.

Best wishes for an outstanding year in
1959-60.
Sincerely,
William G. Carr
Executive Secretary
National Education Association

Essay Contest(Continued from page 27)
East Texas District
Miss Katie A. Stewart
1308 W. Lincoln Street
Tyler, Texas
Ncrth Texas District
Miss Willie Burke Anderson
2714 Lawrence Street
Dalas, Texas
Southeast Texas District
Mrs. Cassie Taylor
Charlton Pollard High School
Beaumont, Texas
South Texas District
Mrs. Wilma R. Hogan
2307 Bringhurst
Houston, Texas
West Texas District
Mr. D. W. Porter
1510 Mesquite St.
Abilene, Texas
Central Texas District
Mrs. M. B. Pryor
1800 Amstrong Dr.
Waco, Texas
TSAT CONTEST DIRECTOR
Mr. Edward L. Cowens
2927 Pennsylvania Avenue
Dallas 15, Texas

•
Dear Sir:
During the past school year as a new
member of the Prairie View A. and M.
College faculty I became acquainted with
the Teachers State Association of Texas
-largely through my reading of Texas
Standard.
I am enclosing five dollars ($5.00)
in cash as my membership dues for the
in-coming school year.
Please permit me to indicate how
much I enjoyed the selection by Dr.
H. Hamilton in the March-April issue of
the Standard. His article was both
thought-provoking and1 timely.
Very truly yours,
Ronald J. Rousseve
Assoc. Prof. of Education
Prairie View A. & M. College
(Ph.D.- University of Notre
Dame, 1958)
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VOICE OF DEMOCRACY CONTEST
OFFICIALS NAMED FOR
ALL 50 STATES AND D.C.

N EA Offers Services To Retired Teachers
The National Education Association
(NEA) covers, in its interests, all
teachers from the time when, as young
college students, they first announce
their desire to prepare for service in
the profession, on through the busy
days of active teaching, and on into
the period of their inactive status as
long as life itself lasts.

WASHINGTON-Sponsors of the
Voice of Democracy Broadcast Scriptwriting Contest for High School Students have announced the names of
officials who will coordinate the 1959The NEA, in the first instance, cher' 60 contest in each state and the
ishes
and dedicates the candidates and
District of Columbia. Organization of
names
that initiating group the Future
the 13th annual contest is now well
Teachers
of America. The group in acunderway throughout the country, the
tive service-the big group, the NEAsponsors said .
competently serves in many areas and
The Voice of Democracy is spon- in all types of responsibility, included
sored by the National Association of in which are varied matters of curriBroadcasters and the Electronic In- culum, of professional welfare, and of
dustries Association in cooperation with effective public relations.
the Veterans of Foreign Wars. State
The membership potential of the
Associations of Broadcasters are sponsors in most states. Local contests are third group, the teachers of America
conducted by radio and television sta- in inactive status, is every person of
the NEA 's alumni personnel.
tions and VFW posts.
This third group, still entwined by
Competition is held during the fall
school term. All 10th, 11th and 12th · ties of affection to its ·mother organizagrade students in all public, private tion, but now also an autonomous
and parochial schools throughout the group in its own right, the National
50 states and the District of Columbia Retired Teachers Association ( as it is
are eligiple to enter. Students compete named) , now assumes for the retired
by writing and deli vering orally five- and retiring teacher the role of anticiminute scripts, suitable for radio or p ating and serving his needs of retiretelevision broadcast, on the theme, ment far beyond the individual knowledge and power of self-discovery.
" I Speak for Democracy. "
The top national winner is awarded
Since the National Retired Teachers
a $1,500 scholarship to any accredited Association (NRTA) is the embodicollege he or she chooses. Four na- ment of informed care and dynamic
tional finalists receive gold recordings concern for the welfare of the retired,
_of their scripts. The top winner in it cordially welcomes into its membereach state will be brought to Wash- ship of 100,000, the teacher upon reington, D.C. , with all expenses paid, tirement, not only for the retiree's own
for the national awards ceremonies and benefit but also for the strength which
four days of activities around the numbers give in the realization of its
nation's capital in February, 1960. A goals for retirement enrichment and
Certificate of Merit is awarded to the prestige.
winner in each school, community and
Throughout the years the NR TA h as
statewide contest. Other local awards
created a constellation of services of
are frequently arranged by contest
national scope. In cooperation with the
officials in many states and comNEA and state and local agencies, it
munities.
pas spearheaded equitable income tax
A kit of materials to aid local legislation. It has helped gain adequate
committees in running the contest were pensions. It has built and is administerdistributed about August 1 to all ing a national retirement residence
radio and television stations and all which 82 men and women proudly call
VFW posts in the United States. This
year 's contest kit features a new,
compact booklet format, with all pages Film Strip Available
perforated for easy tear-out. The booklet includes suggestions for con- To Teachers
ducting loc;al contests, judges' scoring
The sound and color filmstrip
s_heets, an official entry form , public "TRAVELING TEACHERS" is availservice spot announcements for radio able for loan from the NEA Division
and television, a sample broadcast news of Travel Service, 1201 16th Street,
. release, a sample newspaper release, N .W., Washington 6, D. C. The filmand an order form for obtaining ad- strip tells the story of the educational
ditional supplies of contest materials. travel program sponsored by the NEA
and many state education associations.
(Continued on page 30)
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their home. It has provided its members
surgical-medical insurance both in the
hospital and in nursing homes; it has
made available cooperative buying in
the field of prescribed drugs and has
offered, at budget price, foreign and
domestic travel, professionally escorted
and leisurely paced.
The NRTA plans courageously and
challengingly to campaign for the increase of income retirement exemptions,
to seek the removal of social security
discriminations, to fight inflation, and
to help continuously all efforts designed to achieve betterment in retirement
living.
Membership in NRTA is available
to all retired teachers at any time.
Membership dues are $1 annually,
which include the
RTA Journal, a
quarterly publication of distinction, devoted to the interests and needs of
retired teachers.
Further information upon request to:
Dr. Ethel Percy Andrus, President
National Retired Teachers Ass'n.
701 North Montgomery Street
Ojai, California

Visiting Teachers To Hold
Workshop in San Antonio
The Visiting Teacher Association of
Texas, of which Mrs. Isabel W. Cromack of Austin is president, will
sponsor the sixth annual Visiting
Teacher Institute on October 23 and
24, in San Antonio. The institutes are
held yearly and are attended by visiting
teachers from all parts of the state. The
theme for the 1959 institute is "The
Visiting Teacher Works With Other
School Personnel. "
This year the Program Committee
for the Institute has obtained the services of Dr. Sarah G. Terrill, supervisor
of visiting teachers in Detroit and faculty member of Wayne State University, to
serve as consultant. Dr. Terrill will address the group on two occasions.
Her talks are entitled, "Two Types
of Difficult Rderrals " and "Working
with School Personnel. "
C. J. Collins, assistant professor at Worden School of ·Social
Work, will moderate a panel of
seven "other school personnel" at one
institute session. The panel will be
composed of a counsellor (Mrs. Lois
Weimer, San Antonio), a school nurse
( Mrs. Margaret A. Boyd, San Antonio), a principal (Mrs. Sadie Ray
Powell, San Antonio), a speech thera(Continued on page 30)
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DR. IVAN A. BOOKER
Director of Membership, NEA, held
a one-day conference with the executive
secretary and field representative, Monday, August 1 7, 1959. The conferees
were joined in a luncheon at the Ranch
House which included the following
guests : T . C. Calhoun, F. R. Rice, M .
Allen, J. H. Pichard, and J. 0. Bell.

REV. G. H. ADAMS
Founder, Judea High School, Jeffe rson, T exas, was a recent visitor at
TSA T Headquarters. During the forty
yea rs of his career as minister and teacher, h e bapt ized 2,627 persons and
awarded diplomas to 426 high school
g rad uates. Rev. Adams was awarded an
ho norary D octor of Divinity deg ree by
I. M c utt Four State U ni ve rsity in
1957.

VETERAN TEACHER
OF DALLAS PASSES

PROFESSOR JAMES L. ELKINS

Elwood Enge has been appointed
principal of Washington High School,
Groesbeck, where he has served as
football and basketball coach for 12
years. He is a graduate of HoustonTillotson College, has a Master of
Science Degree in education from Texas Southern University, and is active
in educational, religious, and civic work
in Groesbeck.

Voice of DemocracyTh e "Popularity Plaque··, an annual
award of the Ambassador's Club, Waco,
was won by Professor James L. Elkins,
Paul Quinn College. The recipient was
honored at the second annual Honor's
D ay of the co llege, Mond ay, May 25 ,
1959.

Visiting TeachersContinued fr om p age 33 )
p ist (Miss Mabel Jean Schmer, Austin )
a superintendent ( Morris S.
Jennings, San Antonio ) , a teacher
(Joseph J. Bern al, San Antonio) , and
a psychologist ( Miss Darlene Coffman, Austin) .
The San Antonio visiting teachers
will host an evening of recreation with
a Mexican supper and a boat ride
through the canals of San Antonio
on October 23.
Mrs. Cromack wants all of the
visiting teachers in Texas to know
that they are invited to attend the
Institute. Programs and other information may be obtained by writing
Mrs. Cromack (Isabel W.), 4104 Bradwood Road , Austin 2, Texas.
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( Continued from page 29)
In addition to the booklet, each kit
will contain a blank Certificate of
Merit and an informational brochure
for distribution to schools.
Copies of the informational brochure
also were mailed to some 28,000 secondary schools throughout the United
States just before the opening of the
fall term. This brochure informs principals, teachers and students concerning contest rules and judging standards, instructions for organizing the
contest, and the names and addresses
of contest officials to be contacted
in each state and the District of Columbia.
The Voice of Democracy Contest is
endorsed by the United States Office
of Education and has been placed
by the National Association of Secondary-School Principals (a department of the National Education Association) on the Approved List of
National Contests and Activities for
1959-'60.
.
The official who will coordinate the
1959-'60 Voice of Democracy Contest
in Texas is Charles Jordan, 2901
Harlanwood Drive, Fort Worth, Texas.

Mrs. Sara Jewell Holbert Sears, a
teacher in the public schools of the
Dallas Independent School District for
many years, died at her home in Dallas
on July 16, 1959, following an extended
illness.
Mrs. Sears was born in Austin County, near Bellville, Texas, to Mose and
Martha Cummings.
She received her first Teacher's Certificate from Prairie View Normal
School, and in 1938 she received her
B. S. Degree from Prairie View A. & M .
College. For several summers she did
advance study at Columbia University,
New York City.
Mrs. Sears taught in the Oak Cliff
County Schools from 1925 until it was
taken into the Dallas Independent
School District in 1927. Thereafter she
taught at the H. W. Hadlee School
from the time it was built until 1948,
when she was transferred to the B. F.
Darrell School.
Mrs. Sears was a charter member and
first president of the South Dallas Business & Professional Women's Club, of
which she was one of the founders; past
president of the Naomi Circle of the
New Hope Baptist Church, and a member of Earnestine Chapter No. 285 of
the Order of the Eastern Star, and was,
for many years, a member of the Progressive Voters' League.
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